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The Tuberculin Test.

BKKT ι». PARK.

East Watkkkoku, Maine, July 19,19υβ
A'/riruUurnl Editor Democrat.
"What do you think of the tuberculii
test'."' 1 am asked by almost every mat
1 meet since I have had my herd testai
and found nine out of thirteen diseased
I answer by first telling what I did think
before I had them tested. I thought il
nousense, unjust and uncalled for, sav<
for the purpose of giving the veterina
rians, cattle commissioners and other*
some work to do and make high pay, si
that they might live in luxury on Kasy
Street, the greater part of the time do-
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Correenon<lrnce on practical agricultural topic ,
1» solicited.
A'UueM all communications li
tended for this department to ΙΙκνβϊ I
Uammomd, Agricultural Κ. 11 tor Oxford Den
ocrat, Parle. Me.
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The season has been unusually cloud]
and wet This has seriously Interfere*
with a timely and proper culUvatioz
of the crops and fostered a large growtl
of weeds and grass in the corn ana pota
to fields.
But the weather has beet
favorable for the meadows wbich were
seriously injured by the unfavorable
winter, and during the past few weeki
grass has come forward very fast and
promisee to be a full average crop,
There will not be as much clover at
usual, but there will be some and in
places the timothy is tall and heavy.
The hay crop is a little later than usual
and is quite green, requiring two good
days iu which to cure it During the
first and second weeks in July only the
last three days of each were good bay
days, so but very little haying has been
doue. This being the case and with the
great scarcity of help the baying will be
prolonged and will be closely followed
by grain harvest. The hay tedder will
be much appreciated, as where the grass
is green it will assist very much in the
curing process.
This season will demonstate, as usual,
the value of having a suitable rotation
of crops in the appearance and returns
made from the different fields. With a
short rotation, with not more than three
or four years in grass at a time, there
should continue to be good yields of hay
and of the best quality. Farmers should
make a note of this.
The corn crop has had to contend
with a variety of unfavorable influences,
such as lateness of season, uncommonly
wet weather encouraging the growth of
weeds, and not affording opportunity for
proper cultivation. This work should
not be neglected.
The sowed grains are looking fairly
well. There is considerable barley now
grown and this will be ready to harvest
by the time baying is completed.
The potatu crop is in excellent condition, and if the blight does not make
its appearance there should be a good
crop. The well-cared for gardens are
looking finely and should be a source of
profit to the owners.
Pastures are in good condition, better
thau a month ago; still, the yield of milk
is diminishing to some extent and it will
not be long before some extra feed will
be required to keep up the flow. Prices
for dairy products are being well maintained. The output appears to be
promptly taken care of, which is a matter of much consequence. Eggs keep
well up in price. Skim milk calves commenced to go to market quite early and
in considerable numbers. More pains
should be taken with these in order to
produce larger and better conditioned
animals.
There will be a fair crop of apples,
but in my vicinity not a large amount is
raised for the market.—E. R. Towle in
New England Farmer.

ing nothing.

Surgeon Dentist,

1 do not meau to s*v 1 thought there
no such disease as tuberculosis, but
I did think that if a cow needed to be
\ II my beet work warrante-1.
killed, an intelligent farmer would know
it without the test. I had a cow which
(I. P. JUNKS,
1 bought twelve years ago which acted
Dentist,
In a short time after I gothei
wrong·
she began to run down and cough,
MAINE.
NORWAY.
which led me to think her diseased. I
4.
who sent Comoffice Hour·—9 to 14—1 to
notified Dr. Bailey,
missioner Daggett to investigate, and he
r. SMITH,
killed her on sight. Since that time I
hat) seen no signs of disease of any kind
Attorney at Law,
in my herd.
MAINE.
NORWAY,
1 am a patron of the Portland Creama Specially.
Collections
Block.
Home
ery Co., and was approached by the collector, Α. B. Faruum, one morning, with
au offer of two cents a pound more for
UKKIUCK λ park.
butter fat if I would have my cows testAttorneys at Law,
ed, and if I would not have them tested
MAINE.
I would get the market price as usual.
BKTHEL,
Kllery C. Park.
1 regarded this as a business proposition,
Λ .i»on K. Uerrlck.
aud being confident that every auimal in
my herd was perfectly free from tuber
I· UN S. HARLOW.
culosis, I decided to have them tested,
which was done by C. W. l'urcell of
Attorney at Law.
MAINE.
Biddeford. lie found niue out of thir1)1 XKIKLD,
MAINE.
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J. H. STUART & CO.,
cIVIL tMllNEKRS AND SURVEYORS,
:C> High Street, South Paris, Maine.
.M

Maps and Plan· made to order.
>!·-> uf the tlinL>erIan<U au<l pocket uia|» of

VVm. C. Leavitt Co.,
14 Main St.,

Ranges.

and

Pipe Repairing,

Lead

and Iron.

Telephone 134-11.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Clwur·

*mi brW-ftt* th· hair.

PmuuHM % luxuxiAiil growth.
Νfver Fails to Beatore Grey
Hiir to it· Toothful Color.
Curve κλ'Ρ ! «·- » w A hair felling.
II a, at i>nu«i«a

NOLLISTCR 3

Rcc'.y fountain Tea Nuggets
A linsy Modiolus for Ba»y PeopI·.
Eriajs Qjlùja Health and Roaewwi Vigor.

iilo f.ir Constipation. ludlKQndoa. Live
n· t Ktdn- v Tr.mhle-i. ΓίιηρΙοβ, Lo/etu1. Impure
b
II.» I Itreath. SIiiitk'sIi Bowels, Headache
It's Rœky Mountain Tea in taband Uuck.i.li*
(!enuin« made by
1· : f irm. .V> cvuts a box.
Para
Company, Madison, Wis.
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GOLDEN KUGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE

Specialist
Specialist
to de-

Cur sixteen years I hare Utted glasses
fective eyes ami nothing else—tint make» me a
specialist. If your eyee trouble you In auy way,
and If you want expert advtce lu reiptrl 10 4,a'
same, coiM to the man who Is a specialist, who
lues

one

niions

or

thing uni v. No charge for eye exauiln.
consultation.

OR. PARMENTER
Kye Specialist, Norway, Me. Tel. 1S-4.

Furniture.
Furniture.
1 nice Organ, been used 2 year*, cost
$7">, price $40. Spring Bed», Mattresses,
Stoves, Feather Beds, Tablet), Coniniodes. Bureaus, Chairs, Jars, Kettles,
Dishes, House Plants, Dress Cutter's

Table, Sofas, Louages, Pictures at very
low prices.
These are all second hand
goods. At auction rooms, No. 2, Western

Avenue.

Nasal

CATARRH

In all it· stagea than
should be cleanliness.

tlj's Cream Balm

c.'eaiirte^iootbe-taad he.il·

'.tie dj»oa.*ed nieinjrane.
It cures catarrh and drives
«way a cold la Uie bead

quickly.

C renin Btslin is placed Into the nostril·, spread
the membrane and la absorbed. Belief la immediate and a cure follow*, It la sot drying—does
uut produce sneezing. Large Sue, SO eenta at Druggists or by mail ; Trial Size, 10 cent· bj mall
£LY BROTHERS, M Warren Stmt. Sew York.
s

over

J. WALDO

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONIO BLOCK,

Telephone

NORWAY.

Connection.

to

my

disappoint-

ment.
Cattle Commissioner Deering of Saco
was notified at once, and arrived Monday, July Hth, aud then I found out
what could be done. I could keep the
cows if 1 chose to, but could put no
product on the market in cream, milk or
butter, neither could I sell one, under
the penalty in such cases. The cows
were simply quarantined at my expense.
AU 1 could say was, "Kill them, as they
You have stopare uo good to me now.
ped my income, and the sooner they are
off my bauds the better."
The killing be^an Monday afternoon,
much to my dissatisfaction, as in the
first one killed, as far as could be seen,
there were no signs of tuberculosis in
the lungs. The second one killed was
owued by my neighbor, Fred Knightly,
of whose twelve cows tive had been

found diseased.

Stoves,

Hardware,
All Kinds of

Me.

Norway,

diseased, greatly

This

one

was
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By LLOYD OSBOURNE

found

Jeweler and Graduate

Optician.

LowestPrices iROxfgritGounty.

A

new

ϊίΚΛι»»
winterkilling. Manyι'-.'•«•ώϊ

said that altalia
would be killed out, but it came through
the winter all right.
Mv eleven acres of timothy and ml
top produced as a first crop this year 01
loads; total weight, 52 1-2 tons, four
acres of which was seeded on
10 1905, and cut June 2·», 1906, eigtit
months and fifteen days from the time
the tieetl left the bag; 40.900 l««>4eof
,irv hay, or over five tone to the acre,
three and a half acres of■
I ne
Tune 10, one ton to the acre.
second cutting will be made about July
12 thirty-two days from the time of the
Hrst cutting. I think there will be one
and a half tons of dry hay to the acre at
the second cutting. The present outlook
is that it will produce a full, increasing
I
crop every thirty to thirty-five days.
shall look with interest to Its rise and

whisper that we're

not a

ever

The best of
of Plumbing Goods.
If the pasture does not contain trees,
oak woodwork for closets. No old a board shed of some kind must be provided. This cau be constructed at verj
goods. Call and eee this line. Job
slight expense and does not need to b«
to.
No
attended
bing promptly
more than 3 or 4 feet high.
They mus1
also have plenty of pure water during the
charge for team.
hot weather, and in no oase should the
prevailing idea that thej are filthy aniMain·. mals be tolerated.
Norway,

doused

and

the

great

bull,

slipped

Panting and croucblug, Winterslea

i roped his way among them.
"Come,** h* «wild.
They followed him In silence, unloosA
ing their bolsters and grimly ready.
pair of handcuffs clinked In Hatch's
juiu[ter. They Inhaled the deep breath
of tried and resolute men. Inured to
('anger and accustomed to give and re-

ceive an unfiiucbing loyalty.
"There!" said Winterslea.
The path opened out on a little clear-

Blood Humors

é

indicated by feelings of weakness, languor,
loss of appetite, or general debility, without
causing any breaking out.
Hood's Sarsaparilla expels them, renovates,
strengthens and tones the whole lystem.
This is the testimony of thousands annually,
▲ooept no substitute, but Insist on haying

▲ farm of 940 acres in Linooln Is being
two hustling young men,
Charles and William Holmes. About
150 acres ate in a state of cultivation.

Kighteen or twenty cattle are kept, also
twelve horses, whioh are being used
I largely for lumbering operations on the
oppor-

Hi

«yj-î
E^en

as she
hor lips to his wet eyes.
did so Brady gave the eignal for
whole party to move round to the door.
He entered first the otheis eta* behind him. Jack leaped to his feet.
white and speechless. Ibis
eves those of an animal at buy'
Wiuterslea. Stanbury-Jones. Hotham.
face. iMimtti Uto
Friends no
like the Sight of ghosts.
longer they were now avengers with
the right to track blm down and kill

jh

I

I

I SSÏÏ.W

wi<deepen

'"JackΓ

νο^

Hood's Sarsaparilla

In usual liquid form or in ehoeolatod tablets

I

known as SarMtab·· WQtomtL.

not to rorget turn, out sue, wun
! "By tbe deep, nine!" came tbe bourse
than hie own,
of tbe leudsman..
these
despairing protesta· murmur
swept away
It lay wltb him to stop tbe sblp or
tione with disdain. The daughter of
word and she would come shivone king, the sister of another, could not—u
a word and tb·
she not meet force by force? These ering to α standstill;
fierce Intruders, with their rough voices boutewaln would pipe away bis gig
and drawn pistols, who were they to and tbe crew would be running to
ached wltb tbe
threaten a princess of the royal blood tbelr places. His heart
desire to laud, but something—be knew
and carry away her lover before her
not what—withheld the order on his
eyes? If they were strong she was
lips.
she
and
what
cannon,
ship
stronger,
Did be not owe It to her to keep the
asked, however murderous or far rangof forty years, a promise givthose
could
mountain re- promise
peuetrate
ing.
en in tbe flush of youth and hope and
cesses whither she would carry him besealed with scalding tears?
fore the moruing?
Ah, she said, it
He orHie resolution was taken.
was for him to clioose between her
and them; between Britain and the dered Comniunder Stlilwell to stop tbe
Island; between love and the service of ship and lower a boat.
"I am going to treat myself to a run
the white queen beyond the seas.
ashore," be said by way of explanation.
"I have chosen," he said.
Tbe vessel slowly stopped. The covHer eyes Hashed as she freed herself
She was
ers were whipped off the gig.
from bis arms.
aud lowered, tbe crew drop"I am hateful In my own sight for hoisted out
ping dowu tbe ladder Into tbelr places
haviug loved you," she said.
at tbe peep-peep-peep of the whistle.
"Will you not even wish me well,
He was landed at a little cove where
Tehea?" he asked.
In bygone days be bad often wblled
"No!" she cried. "I hope you will
away an hour waiting in charge of
die!"
Hadow's boat. It gave blm a singular
He turned away.
sensation to feel tbe keel grate against
"Slatl!" she cried after blm.
tbe shingle aud to say to himself that
He came back to her, downcast and
He drew a deep
this was Libua!
silent
breath as be looked a (tout and uotlced
"Remember." she said In an agony
bow unchanged it all was.
of sweet relenting, "that wherever
It came over blm with a start that
thou goest, however many the years
tbe village was empty. Then be rethat may divide us. however wide the
membered It was Sunday, and they
waters or the land, I shall be here
Thank God, there
were all at church.
of
house
waiting for thee, here In this
our happiness, and If I die before thou
contest here thou wilt tiud my grave."
"Tehea." be uuld, "as God sees me.
some day I shall return!"
She took his hands and looked up
into his face with such poignant longing ntul tenderness that Jack's comrades. ulreudy uncomfortable enough,
were quite overl>ome by the scene.
Tough old Hatch snuffled audibly, and
Brady could hardly speak.
"Come, come, lad," he cried huskily
"you mustn't keep us lonper!"
Jack uudasped the girl's hands and
suffered himself to be led away by bis
comrades. A few minutes later they
clambered up the ladder, the bout was
hoisted in and the boatswain's whistle
was rousiug the watch on deck.
"Mainsail haul!"
By moruing the Island had sunk behind them, and, standing on tbe dizzy

ged

a

main royal yard, with one arm round
the mast. Jack could make out nothing
but α little cloud on the horizon.
··*»···

At sixty John Garrard was α post
cuptuin, kulxht commander of tbe bath,
and within a year of receiving flag

rank aud the command of a fleet His
career had been more than distinguished. and he had won his way to the
frout as much by bis flne personal
qualities as by his Invariable good
judgment aud high professional atHe hud earned the chartainments.
acter of a man who could be trusted
in situations Involving tact temper and
diplomatic skill, and uo captain lu the
uavy was more coutldently ordered to
those scones of International tension,
which lu spite of statesmen so often

arise iu some distant place to menace
the pence of the world.
He had never married, and when rallied on the subject was wont to say,
with a laugh, that the sea was his only
mistress. No one had ever ventured to
question him much further, though his
friends were often piqued, especially
the women, as to au implied reliance
iu the captain's earlier life. It was
known he supported two oid maid sis-

nunciation.

He was iu commund of the Inflexible
of the Australiun
one
squadron, when she developed some defects In her hydraulic turning gear and
was ordered home to Uuglaud by Admiral Lord George Howard for overhaul. The captain's heart beat α little
faster as he realized his course would
take him south of the Societies. He
spread out the chart on his cublu table
and sighed as he laid his linger on Borabora. lie shut his eyes aud suw the

battleship,

tham.
It wits some time before Jack could
pull himself together. When at last be
did so and began to appreciate tbe generosity of his captain and shipmates
and their astouuding concern to eave
him from tbe penalty of his crime, he
underwent one of those reactions when
despair gives way to the maddest
gayety. He swore at Hatch and made
him take off tbe Irons. He got out a
bottle of white rum and forced them
all to drink bis health. H· kept tbem
in a roar with the atory of his adventares and laughed and cried In turn a>

he described bis life ashore.

"What does she want?" demanded
Brady, as Tebea Insistently repeated
some words In native language.
"She says," said Jack, calmly picking up tbe whistle from the floor and
touching It to his Hps, "she says I've
only to blow this and you will all be

dead lu five minutes!"
A bush fell upon the company.
Jack, with an oath, flung the whistle
from him.
"Gentlemen.'* he said, "I am grateful.
1 am d—d grateful. If I live I shall
try to repay each one of you. I shall
try t? l-e a better man. I shall try to
be worthy of your kindness." He went
around und shook bunds solemnly with
every one of them."
d gruteful!" be repeated.
"D
"Let's be off." said Brudy.
"Now. Ind, your word of honor," said

WI uters lea.
Jack looked about him helplessly.
"I suppose I've no right to ask such
"I know how good
a thing." be suld.
you've been to me already and all that,
but—but geutleuieu. she's my wife. I
love ber. 1 shall never see her again.
May I uot entreat · elngle minute for
myself Γ
"No." said Brudy.
Jack went over to Tebea and took
her hand. He put his arms about her
and unashamed before tbem all pressed
ber comely bead against bis breast. He
tried to explain tbe Inexorable fate
In
he was so powerless to resist
Incoherent whispers he told her be
would break his chain· and return to
ber free In the years to çome to devote
his life to the woman be loved. He
called her the dearest name· and beg·

THE PARLOR.

ner

perception greater

ters. the Misses Hadow. the Impoverished daughters of his first commander,
but iu view of his considerable private
fortune this drain on his resources
eecmed scarcely the reason of his re-

gliding

dowu the ladder into the
captaiu's gig and pulled with muflled
Pickoars for the break In the reef.
ing their way through the pass with
the surf on either hand roaring in their
ears, they slowly penetrated the lagoon
and headed for the king's house. The
shelving beach brought them to a stop,
and, all jumping out to lighten the
boat, they drew her over the ehlugle
aud made her painter fast to a pandauus tree. Then, aci.ug In accordance with a preconcerted plan, Winterslea was seut forward to track down
their prey, while the rest huddled together to await his return.
Ten minutes, twenty minutes, passed
hi palpitating susj>euse. A girl drew by
wreathed in flowers. She looked out
to sea. then up at the stars aud shrank
From the
again Into the shadow.
neighboring houses there came the
souud of mellow voices and of laughter. A pig rooted aud rustled among
Half an
a heap of cocoauut shells.
hour passed, and from far across the
water, as faint aud silvery as eouie elfin signal, the ship sent her message
oi the time—six l>elle.
er. all

perch, while the
an impress of it

property; 040 acres mean great
tunity lor work.—Maine Farmer.

£ S*.

bai^|

through the glass smooth water, merged her steep sides and towering yards
and canvas Into the universal shadow.
JiiCK Uiu υιιen ai lue nammuvn uitu en i»y.
By 1U the ship was hove to close
to Stanburyashore, and the lights of the little set- Hatch, resigning tbe girl
and snapped tbe buntltlement glimmered through the palms. Jonce, run in
The warm uight, laden with exotic lufTs on bis wrists.
"Jack," cried Brady, "we aren't gofragrance and strangely exciting In
rescued you
the iuteusity of Its stillness aud beau- ing to burt you. We've
Man. you're
bill tribes.
ty. hid Iteneuth its far reaching pall froin tbe
the various actors of an extraordinary saved!"
"You never was no deserter," eaid
With pistols buckled to their
drama.
hips, Brady. Winterslea. Ilotham and Hatch.
"Mlud you back ua up, old fellow,"
Stanbury-Joues. four otllcers of the
ship, together with Hatch, a flinty said Wlnterslea.
"Give us your fin, boy," said Hofaced old seaman who could be trust-

operated by

t

I aild laid

coming

sentable shape and strong working conweeks; they huddle together and keep
dition. It is not so much what you
themselves warm, and it is better for
feed as how you feed It; not so much
tbem while their bones are forming; Commonly can·· pimples, boils, hire·, eesema
what you do as how you do it. Horse
of erupwhereas, if they perch, their legs can- or salt rheum, or some other torn
sense without oats is better than oats
in the system,
can support tbem properly, and their tion; but sometimes they exist
without sense.—Turf, farm and Home.
the

I

Latlng

teen and some days to spare—before
the Dauntless agaiu raised the peak of
Bora bom and barked her mainyard ofT
the settlement.
It was morning when Hadow raised
the Island, a fleecy speck of cloud
against the sky line, and he shortened
sail at once and lingered out the day.
so as to bring him up to it by dark.
After supper every light on board was

Si ÎÎ7

on

I

.0
With wonderful tenderness and'eellng
re
Bang "Flow Gently. Sweet Afton
the last verse severa times
It was plain that something η
mer.
it—souie phrase or line—hud deeply
moved him for he suddenly bent over
his face in his
with a strauge emotion. Teh
nnd throwing her arms round his necK

#······
It was not nine months—it was fif-

awsSrAÏB

bone, being soft, takes

^ch

lieutenant.
"We shall sail tonight at the turn of
the tide." said the captain.
"Very gooJ. sir." said Mr. Francis.

SK iftls
LJ bien

breasts rest

dear girl at home.
Garrard laid down the pipe he had
been smoking and in happy unconeciousness of any audience but the woHis
man at his feet began to slug.
voice had always been his greatest
him
charm and the means of
oider than
the friendship of men
himself. It had won Hadow.. It bad
own

back."
"No. sir," said Mr. Francis.
"This must go no farther than you
and me." said Iladow.
"It sball not. sir," returned the first

four crops this season, possibly five. I
am doing the best I can to produce a
large growth. I would not advise my
armer brethren, however, to rush into
alfalfa but 1 think that some of the
preset waste land in this eastern country can be utilized in the production of
alfalfa. I personally know of thousands
of acres of alfalfa in the arid regions that
have been cultivated by the use ο
Clark's cutaway harrows, every thlnl
vear adding a little more new seed.
These fields have been thus treated for
fifteen year·, aud to my certain knowledge are better now than at the Btart·
The Cutaway Harrow Company has
shipped thousands of these cutaways to
the west cast for this purpose. Any
intense cultivators will do the work. but
Clark's lock jointed pole double action
cutaway harrow has been thoroughly
tested To any one eeuding me a twocent stamp 1 will tell how it is done.—
George M Clark in Tribune Farmer.

Shade in Summer.

fort^
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1 can not aff.»rd and will not in the
future keep a cow iu my possession that
will react under the tuberculiu test.
If any one could have told me and
made me believe that my cows were in
the condition they were before they were
tested, and said that 1 must keep them
and sell the cream, and use it in my
family, as 1 have done, ignoraut of their
condition— and had offered me $10,000
to do so, it would have been no temptation to me.
Now you know what 1 think of the
tuberculiu test, and I think it right that
tbe board of health in every city throughout the world should prohibit the sale
of milk from untested cows. And 1
On the Farm.
hope the time is not far distaut when it
will be made universal that according to
In fifty years of responsibility in handlaw every cow giving milk will have to
ling the work on a farm, nothing like
be tested often enough so that a man
the obstacles and embarrassments to
won't have to lose his whole herd as 1
successful practice encountered the
have.
season, have before been
I thank the board of health of the city present Late seasons when
enced
seeding was
of Portland, who indirectly are causiug
have been our lot
delayed
unseasonably
cows
have
their
tested,
to
farmers
the
wet seasons when the working of t e
and also I)r. Purcell, who did the work
ulowed lands had to be accomplished by
who
and
Commissioner
Deering,
here,
leaps at opportune times have
showed a great interest in explaining to hasty
h«en met, but never before in thie nan
me the condition of affaire in conneccentury of practice has there been a year
tion with my case.
when «Ρ to mid-July there had not been
1 am no newspaper reporter and ask
a week uninterrupted during which the
nothing for this letter, but thinking it soil could not be reasonably well worked
I
may be of some good to the public,
or the surface of the planted acree propgive it to be published. There have erly stirred f«»r the destruction of weeds.
been about 200 cows tested already in
At this writing, many acres have not
this vicinity, and eighteen, according to been
seeded, the soil is absolutely satuthe test, were found diseased. As far
rated with water, enforcing a complete
as 1 know, the farmers are in favor of
standstill of all work on the land.( η
the tuberculin test.
the flat lands even the mowing machine
P. H. LIowk.
is held up on account of the poaching of
the horses in the softened soil.
Use Brains with Feed.
As » result of the h.»»y aod
There is a ureal difference in the
rainfalls, cultivated crops of all kinds,
different
of
amount
grain required by
unless on exceptionally dry and weU
men to keep a given borne in condition,
drained lands, are backward and un
teamsters
Some
an
exchange.
says
nromising In appearance. More espe
seem to think that if they are shoveling
the case with the corn cm*.
into each manger half a bushel or three Iu fact the area intended for sweet corn
pecks of oats a day, and a little bay,
largely cut down In consethey are feeding well, and cannot under- ouence of the unfavorable conditions.
fat.
not
does
keep
stand why the beast
In one case a whole neighborhood of
Others feed scarcely any grain, and not
farmer. have been uoable to plaot aa
of
little
hones
farm
anya few
get
thing bu t grass all summer, yet always
comusual
The
Hesh.
in
good
keep
ment is that such a horse must be an
Often the credit belongs
keeper.
easy
the rains not having been either so heavy
to the man, rather than tbo horse. We or so
frequent in the northern portion of
believe in feeding horses well for upon
state Whether a season of sunshine
the efficiency of the team depends the wUl now be in order in which to harvest
economy of the farmer's and his hired
wmaln. to be known.-Maine
man's time, but experience shows that Farmer.
no
is
meal
of
oats
the quantity
by
per
means the only important factor in keepChicks and Perches.
in
horses
good shape. Judgment in
ing
Chickens, especially of the larger
or
and
diminishing
increasing
working
breed·, should never be allowed to percb
the allowance of heavy feed, regularity until
they are folly three month· old,
in time of feeding, and working, also, aa
or the breaatbone will be liable to befar as may be practicable, frequency ol
There ie no care for it,
come crooked.
watering and care in fitting harness and and it is a disqualification everywhere.
matching teams—in a word, that rare After chickens are deserted by their
quality called "horse sense"—are the mother they ahonld be allowed to resecrets of maintaining the teams in premain for nights In their pen for some
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up to the house and looking
through the cracks of the bamboos, bis
comrades taw him sitting wlthln
ed like a uative In tapa cloth, with bare
chest and flowers lu his tawny hair. He
was sitting in a hammock, and wlth
her head against his knee, a
jrirl was looking up luto hie face, one
In that land of
hand locked In hie.
pretty women she was the one tha
outshoue them all. Tehea. the sister of
the king, for whose sweet favor every
mau on I ward had sought In vain. And
here she was. with her long ha r loos
cued and her eyes swimming with lov
looking up at the lad who bad given
uame and honor to win her heart The
pair were hardly more than children.
aud Brady, a sentlmentaiist of
with red hair, sighed as he l*eped
through the eaves and thought of h

said Iladow.
"And what thou, sir?" Inquired Mr.
cried Brady In a stifled
J
Francis.
The lad took a step back. Theι g
"Well, you know.** said Iladow, "my
moaned and tried to run bet* «m
orders here leave me α pretty wide
Hatch aud Stanbury-Jones. The old
latitude. You can't tie down a surveyseaman caught and shook herlikea
ing ship in wild waters the way you doc tearing away the whistle she put
can a simple patrol.
By George, sir. tote,
n,»„ n,l duMK It to the floor
I'll lay the ship back here In nine
Jack nut up his baud and euatcbed a
GarMaster
retake
Johnny
mouths and
nlstol hidden In the thatch of the roof.
rard."
Brady on the iustant leveled his own
ou
"You may count. Captain Iladow,
aud thundered out:
our most loyal ami hearty support."
"Drop It, or I'll shoot!'
said Mr. Francis.
-Shoot and be hanged!" ™turn«l
"Thank you," said the captain, "and
and with that he turned bis pisthat the jack
you will imis3 the word along
tol on himself, aud. placing the muzzle
discussed."
be
to
not
one
is
subject
against bis forehead, pulled the trigger.
"Quite so. sir." said the first lieuten- I It missed lire.
ant.
Before he could try again Brady bad
"Not a word!" exclaimed the captain.
him around the neck, while
caught
a
"Though you might coach the king
bit about the hill tribes; but, of course,

in this section for all
and erase. Some fields were badly
iured but mine came through all right.
Iu fact they always do. I do not thin

complaint.

'^Creeping

ship."

one

Yes, this is what I have got for my
cream, produced from a handsome herd
of grade Jersey cows. The Portland
Creamery Co. has undoubtedly put this
on the market as sweet cream, as I intent! that every pound of my cream shall
be kept in condition to reach the creamery perfectly sweet, and I have heard no

realized that the cliff tbey were mountlug overlooked a little river at It. foot
Here In exquisite seclusion Jack Garrard had chosen the spot for hie moral

u.

character." added Iladow.
"Very good, sir." said Mr. Francis.
"File It ou about his reverence for the
to the
queen and the way he gave beef

esP*jJjUy °thej

cows?

McClurt

spared."
"Very good, sir," said Mr. Frauds.
"You'll give old George a flaming

Mr. Clark's Orass Report.
Here comes the report of my first
grass crop of HK»-timothy. red top and
The season has been cold and
alfalfa
backward. For that reason the total
weight is somewhat less than it would
otherwise have been,
falfa for that is a hot, dry weatner
Again, last winter was a hard

oatfiy uiseaseu wnen exaiuiueo. ami eu
tbe killing went υα. The fourteen cows
were killed and examined, and eleven of
them were found so badly diseased that
it was plainly to be seen.
Finding so many in such terrible condition, I have come to the conclusion
work
did its
the tuberculin
that
thoroughly, finding the disease upon
which to react. Although invisible to
the eye, at some time in the future it
might have become as plain to be seen
There were three of
as in any of them.
mine that in my opinion would have
shown symptoms of the disease within a
year if they had lived that long, and I
believe the others less diseased had
taken it from those three or four.
Yes. 1 have radically changed my
miud iu regard to the tuberculin test. I
can say I am satisfied that it has been ά
benefit to me, and would have beeu
more had I used it sooner, when only
one or two might have been found
diseased. I can only say that I didn't
know, but I kuow now, and have paid for
knowing, that we are not sure our cows
are free from tuberculosis without the
Mine were apparently healthy and
test.
in good condition, my income from them
averaging fifty dollars per month for the
past year. Does that indicate diseased

S.

H, if it had been uny one but
hiiu!"
exclaimed
Captain
Iladow.
"It's horrible to call hit»
a deserter," said Frauds.
"Don't let's do it" said the captain.
"We have to say something, sir," replied the tlrst lieutenant helplessly.
"Oue can always lie, 1 suppose," said
Iladow.
"There's nothing i wouldn't do myself for Jack Garrard," said Mr. Fraueis.
"Why not say he was kidnaped here
by the hill tribe?" said Hadow. "We
aren't certaiu sure he wasn't, and no
one can deny but what he might have
been."
"But the admiral would be bound to
Inquire Into It," euld Mr. Francis.
"Soouer or later he'd send a ship."
"Trust Jack to do his own lying
when ehe gets here," said Hadow.
"Besides, he'll be sick of the whole
thing and only too glad to step aboard."
"But won't we be asked why we
didn't rescue him?" asked Francis.
"No, no; I have It!" cried the captain.
"It's certainly a case for stretching a
point, sir," said Mr. Fraueis.
"Enter in the log," said the captain,
speaking very slowly and thoughtfully,
"that passed Midshipman John de
Vigne Garrard. fulling to report himself at the expiration of his leave, was
afterward discovered to have been kidnaped by the hill tribes of Borul)oru
island. Ou my threatening to land α
party to reeover him I was dissuaded
by King George. who cleared himself
of uny personal responsibility in the
matter and who promised, if only I
would give him time, to recover the
man without bloodshed or any cost to
his majesty's government. The king
urged that the use of force would Imperil the officer's life, which otherwise
he had every confidence would bp

Xe

HILLS,

in* among tue trees ana suowea tnem
set ou blgb. the outlines of a native
Like all Tabltlau bouses. It
house.
was ou the model of a blrdcage. an
the oval wall of bamboo set side by
aide, let through vertical streak. of
light from the lamp or tire within. Athe whole party drew nearer they hea
deep below them on the other side the
pleasant sound of falling water and
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Northern Vermont Farm Notes.

AMONG THE FARMERS.

JUNKS,

C.

Democrat.

Oxford

basaltic cliffs, the white and foumlug
reefs, the green, still forests of that unforgotten Island. He was u boy once
more, with flowers In his hair, wandering beneath the pulms with Tehea
now often had he thought of her durias "11 these years, the years that had
left him gray and old. the years that

hud curried him uuscuthed through so
many dangers In every quarter of the
world. For him she was still In her
adorable girlhood, untouched by time,
α radiant princess In her radiant Isle,
Uniting by th« shore for his return. It
shocked him to remember she was not

far short of sixty—α fat old woman,
married to some strapping
chief and more than likely with grown
children of her own. How Incredible It
seemed !
Dawn was breaking as he slowed
down to leeward of the Island and
watched tbe shudow· melt away. It
was Sunday, a day of heavenly calm,
fresh yet wludless, with a sea so
smooth that the barrier reefs for once
were silent, and one could bear from
across the hushed and shining water
tbe coo of pigeons In the forest. Under
bare steerage way, with the leadsman
droning in the forecbalns, tbe ship
bugged tbe shore and steamed at a
snail's pace round the Island.
With every mile the bays and wooded promontories grew Increasingly familiar as Sir John was borne towurd
I.ihun, the scene of bis boyish folly.
He looked ashore in wonder, surprised
at the vivtduess and exactness of his

perhaps,

recollection.
It was like α home coming to see all
these familiar scenes spreading out before him. He looked at his hands, his
thin, reined, wrinkled hands, and it
came over him, with a sort of surprise,
that be was an old man.
"That was forty years ago," he said

to himself, "Forty years ago!"
As Llbua opened out and he perceived with an inexpressible pang tbe
thatched bouses set deep in the shade
of palms and breadfruit trees he felt
himself In tbe throes of a strange and
painful Indecision. He paced up and
down the bridge, be lit a cigar and
threw It uway again, ho twice ap-

Commander Stlllwell as
though to give an order, and then, still
In doubt, turned shamefacedly on hie

proached

lie had kept /it* VrovtiM

Turious

was none to watcn mm:

^Mo

prying.

eyi* to disturb his thoughts
But they would soon be out again. uud

Stil'cd

him to make
of Ills solitude while he mlfc
struck Inland hla heart beutlng

°t';s KS?·'»& »rj r«
quickly and

look back with »
g
tbat Token ra
norhnna she was gating ut ,ll,u tUl0U8U
1,1. »hl bourn

ûe„.e

"i'JJS

£?5i! Ue.pjroacbed

overgrown plantations.
awed him to part the branches and to
feel himself drawing near at every step
through

house he bad ever called his
As he heard the splashing waterfall he stopped,

tothe

own

only

"ndmounJtbe little hill he found
Ku .t all. Nothing but ferns and

no

™

w«Ss

lie moved abou
here and there, up "
verdure, in consternation at discover
man

high,

^ J'^ver·

'"ills gfoot struck against
He had forgotten that there
otf the hill He moved

bowlder
were rocks

a

alon^ndb^

He preeseu
foot stmck again.
weeds back and looked dowu.
He saw a tomb of crumbling cement
green with ago uud burled out of eight
under the tangle.
before
It had never occurred to him Dciore
Hint Tehea might be dead.
He held hack the undergrowth "go'

•^Γ.^Γ'οrank8r"l"e

"'

-u»
laid liotb band, on the thick
ftcm of η "hrub and tore It out
ground. lie aelzed .«other and

dr.J

b. Ί»°1Λ «-"Ε *-?'■£

Είβ'ϊΓΛ
Ζ, Cr1edTr"«

«"'»«
would lay hare the eartb
that wrapped her dead beauty.
He worked with d-pmtto. until M.

SET lie

hj«dlu^
",'rC,,',Xrwi r.he h"«t.
S thlrût
hand. »er«

u»

„„.„„,'|„g
parched

and atek with the -team
that roBe from the damp fourni, he

«^^ÎTaïtrc

»Xou rec.lcltr.ut

root.

«■•«Jelled

SSKE5s%
walls of
four wmmι

vegetation.
·

St &£>?»·>

the sky above
rotted tomb beby the —Η»

"'lie caUed^her* .loud

b, name. Β.
bent down and kissed her ω089*
«hunered with a strange conviction" that she could hear him. that he
"
had
kept bis promise to return.
rlalu, to bl.fcet.be turned
ward the sea and retraced his steps.

ibeS

£

an
were still In cburc
Village was deserted as before. He
swiftly lest they might come
flockhig out before he could reach his
to torture blm with recognition
with the questions they would ask. with

The people

5»
S

their story of Tehea's death. Then he
hi. own fear». rememberi«
bto whit, hair and tbe
oration Time had passed over Bora
bora too. The world, b. remembered

ïujbed aï

1·^·™.

older by forty years.
«adder and emptier.
was

Older

an

«»··«*·

He swung himself up tlie ladder,
mounted the bridge aud put tbe vessel
on her course. Tbe telegraph rang. the
engineers repeated back the signal, aud
tbe great battleship, vibrating with her
mighty englues,

her

ponderous

resumed

once

more

Bull.
The recent intimation of an Irish rail"no last train
way that there would be
to Cork" has apparently induced tbe
Great Eastern Railway company to
stating that trains to
Issue a
A Railway

Gazette.

Before Bsi After.

JVA/i
SCOTTS unuuvn
EMULSION wvn * mm·
^
^
"I think that every young woman
A hemp back straight, neither will It nuke ·
Τ a short leg long, bat It feeds toft bo»· I should learn to play the piano before
and heels diseased bam and b among % ■be is married."
"That's right And forget It afterthe few geaaine means af recovery la
rickets mm bone consumptioa.
ward."—Cleveland Leader.

φ

(ample.

SCOTT ft BOWyÉ/Oiearfrf»,
NawYmk.
Haerl Street
joe. end f 1.00; all dmgiaia.

Apartment

The American parlor le a thing of tlx
past, according to architect*, uaya th<

Cleveland Plain Dealer. No more will
there be a rooui reserved for statu oo
casions, such as the .vcelvlng of form
al calls, thu visit of the minister and
for weddings and for funerals.
"We never take the parlor Into consideration any more," said α Cleveland
"The parlor li
architect recently.
merged Into the living room. The good
old fashioned parlor, which was held
in so much reverence In the old days,
has no place in modern architecture.
"The demand is for α large living
room lu a small bouse, together with a
dining room and kitchen. In a larger
bouse there Is usually a large living
room, library, 'den,' dining room and

kitchen.
"I bad a client yesterday who desired
to have u reception room or parlor not
He
connected with the living room.
decided later to have a sort of recej»tlon room in connection with the hallway.
"When the parlor idea began to lose
ground wc did not make α radical
(change, but reduced the parlor to α
email reception room, isolated from the
others, where formal calls could be re-

Now we make no provision
ceived.
for the parlor.
"In these days the reception rooms
do not have to to closed only to t>o
opened on the occasion of the visit of

the family minister or the pbysiciau."
There may be many who will regrel
the passing of the old fashioned coun
try parlor, with all Its memories of vis
ltors, courtship and occasions which
left Impressions which have not been
eradicated by the strenuous uge of to-

day.

TRIAL BY ORDEAL.
The

OnMr Nynlrm That Exlata Ια the
(final Penluaula.

In the Sin:.i peninsula trial by ordeal
Is still practiced. In all criminal rases
where no witnesses are forthcoming
the Judge, "el mabasbaa," tests the
suspected person by Are, by water or

by dream. In the lirst the Judge places

Iron pan in the tire until it is redhot
and gives It to the accused to touch
three times with Ills tongue. If marks
of burning are shown on the tongue
the accused is pronounced guilty. The
theory apparently is that if he Is not
an

guilty the moisture on the tongue prevents it from being burnt; if guilty his
tongue would dry up from fear of being discovered.
The test by water is descril>ed as follows: "The 'mabushaa' sits with the
accused and t!ie spectators in a circle
with a copper Jug full of water placed
in the center. This Jug is then made
to appear to move round the circle by
means of witchcraft or hypnotism. If
the Jug returns back to the Judge the
accused Is pronounced not guilty, but
if tiie jug stops opposite the accused

he is pronounced guilty."
This description is rather wanting In
detail, aud it is difficult to know how
α Jug which only appears to move can
be a trustworthy index. In tin· test by
dream the "inabasbaa" sleeps and sees
in a dream if the accused is guilty or

not.—Chicago News.

The· Independent inorrr.
Two lijirluTB were dlseuvOpnl when
the customer came lu. Both got their
chaire ready, but the newcomer dodged

tliem.
"I need a shave all right." be said to
Ibe proprietor, "but I want to shave
myself. Can you accommodate me
here?"

"Certainly," said the proprietor, "but
I'll charge you tbe same an If one of
uiy men shaved you."
"That's all right." said tbe man. "I'm
not kicking about the price. All 1 want
le a chance to do my own barbering."
A tonsorlal outfit was speedily produced. and the self sufficient Individual
set to work.
"Isn't that a new wrinkle?" asked another man who had been an Interested

observer of the proceedings.
"Not at all." returned the proprietor.
"Kvery once iu awhile we run up
against a fellow who prefers to shave
himself. Inn hasn't the apparatus at
band. We keep a lot of extra razors in
ftock for t!io accommodation of Just
New
such independent customers."
York Press.
Famou* Ilathn.

Marie Antoinette's bath, which was
prescribed by her doctor, was a com-α
with
pound of aiMUiatic herbe mixed
handful of salt. Slu took it cold in
summer and tepid In winter.
Later on Mute. Talilen bad brought
every moruing to her house twenty
pounds of strawberries and two pounds
in
of raspberries, which were mashed
her bath of warm milk and water. Another preparation used by the eastern
women is composed of barley, rice,

horrage, thyme aud marjoram boiled
together and then thrown into the wa-

ter.
Ninon de l'Endos took a bath every
night iu which there were salt, eoda
and three pounds of honey mixed with
milk, all well beaten in tepid rain wa-

ter.

('«une For Lllterulft

An old Georgia darky who had burled
his money forgot to blaze tbe tree
which stood near tbe spot. (iettlug
mixed as to the locality, he knelt down
and asked the Lord to guide him to the

he was praying a storm
nearup and lightning struck tbe
by tree, and he found bis cash.
how
"I>ur, now," he muttered, "look
Providence answers de righteous! I
de
got a great min' ter put α nickel In
collection hat next Sunday !"—Atlanta

place. While
came

Constitution.

Trapped.

The Man (who had been sitting stolidly with his eyes on bis paper)—Take
my seat, madam.
The Ijidy—Then you are about to
leave tbe car?

The Man-Ob, no, mndam.
But be was. just tbe same, and it

took him fifteen minutes to walk back
from where he finally alighted.—(Cleveland Plain Dealer.

way.

placard

40*41}
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.of the Put.
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Waltbamstow will run "all through
the night on week days."—St. James'

Send for Irec

It I· Rapldlr Becoeiln*

Hie secret of all true greatneaa la

simplicity.—Jordan.

It HeniMlinen Seem· He.'

Tommy—Paw, what does the
mean by practical Christianity?

pajter
PawPractical Christianity is the kind that
does not interfere with a man's business.
A· American Heaven.
When the average American awakes
In heaven he will be disappointed unless be finds an alarm clock and a cup
of coffee.—Saturday Evening Post.

Baby'· Beat Friend.
good deal of hi· dud,
but It takes mamma's kiss to cur« a
hurt flnger.-IndlanapoliM Star.
Mamma'· the

Baby thinks

a

Look not at thieves eating flesh, bu1
look at tliem suffering punishment.—

Chinese Proverb.

The Royal Baking
Powder is the greatest

possible

aid
try cook in

to

the pas-

producing
light white,

sweet,

flaky, wholesome bis-

cuit, cake and all kinds

of raised food.

FISHING FOR BIRD8.
Catcbln* Gall· aad Albatroa· With
Hod aad Lia·.

Curious though it may seem, it is a
fact that bird» are caught with rod aud
Hue iu many parts of the world. The
pastime is declared to be almost as fasfiliating as fishing. Gulls iu Newfoundlaud are caught lu this way iu large
quantities. In New Kugiand tishiug for
gulls aud |>etrels is au lmportaut in-

dustry.

The method of bird fishing is practically the same as that of ordluary
tishiug. Two men go out iu a dory and
throw pieces of cod liver on the water.
When large quantities of birds have
been attracted to the s|tot more cod
liver is thrown out ou a hook. This the
birds greedily swallow aud thus fall

easy victims.
Albatross are fished for in the same
way off the Tape of Good Hope. A
piece of pork is attached to a long Hue
aud thrown overboard. The bird will
eye it for a long time, gradually aud
cautiously making toward it. Suddenly
he will seize it aud hold it iu his beak.
When he discovers that ho is caught he
will sit on the water aud vigorously
flap his wings. .However, he will be
drawn into the boat and made a captive.
Albatross fishing is good sport, since
the bird requires careful handling. So
long as he pulls against the line it is
easy enough. The moment, however,
be swims forward the hook will drop
from his beak unless it is skillfully manipulated, and the bird will find himself free.

A CURIOSITY IN BOOKS.
The

Chained
Library
Uliiilioumr, Ireland.

Fanions

oC

Wimbourne, Ireland, is noted for
many things but Its famous chained
library is perhaps the most uotable of
its curiosities. The library possesses
uuique interest as being oue of the
earliest attempts to disseminate knowledge among the people. The collection
was made accessible to the people in
KiSd aud numbers some i!00 volumes.
The scarcity of books aud the value of
the collection are both indicated in the
care taken for their preservation, aud
especially against loss of such treasures by theft.
By means of chalus
and ro.!s the books were securely fas-

tened to the shelves, and these chains,
it is rather surprising to learu, were
uot removed until 1857, when the library liftings were repaired. Among
the interest.ng works of the collection
is a copy of the first edition of Sir
Walter Raleigh's "History of the
World." 14*1-1. It has stiffen d from fire,
aud traiûtiou says that Matthew Prior
was responsible for its condition, the
story being that he fell asleep when
reading it ouce upon a time, and the
pages were burned by his cuudle. It
has been neatly repaired, and its mishap now adds to its interest. The oldest volume in the library is a tine old
copy In vellum of "Regiuum Auiuuarutu." It is In manuscript and liears
the date 1343.

First G!liaai«r of · Star.
A little girl, the French critic Bare·?
related, ouce presented herself at the
Paris Conservatoire In order to pa··
All
the ezamiuatlon for admission.
she knew was the fable of "The Two
IMgeons." but she had no sooner recited
the o|M*uliig lines when Auber «topped

her, with a gesture.
"Enough," he said.

"Come here, my
child."
The little girl, who was pale and thin,
but whose eyes gleamed with intelliof
gence, approached him with an air
assurance.

"Your name is Sarah?" be said.
"Yes, sir," was the reply.

"You are a Jewess?"
"Yen, sir, by birth, but I have been

baptized."

"8he lias been baptized," eaid Auber,
"She has
to bis colleagues.
said her fable of 'The Two Pigeons'
ver}* well. She must be admitted."
Thus Sarah Bernhardt, for It was

turning

she, entered the Conservatoire.
Λ Kitten «·ι1

*

λ··41(.

living In
England was petting her kitten, when
she suddenly felt something scratch
On examining the spot
her hand.
A short time ago

a

woman

whence the scratch proceeded, she felt
the point of a net- lie sticking out of
was
poor pussy's neck fur. The needle
pulled out by her husband, and an·
oth τ surprise was experienced when It
was found that α length of thread was
attached to the needle, both having
passed down the kitten's throat and
out agalu from the fur.
An Eye Opener.

"How docs your father seem to regard my coming here?" anxiously asked Adolphus of little Bobby, while
Miss Maud was upstairs getting ready
to present herself.
"lie don't care nathln' about It," re-

plied Bobby carelessly.
"So he has no objection!, eh?

But
what did he say, my little man?"
"He said if Maud bad a mind to
make α fool of herself, why let ber."—

Pearson's Weekly.
The

Rmlt,

"My first husband," she sobbed, "wt·
a kind, gentle man, always consider·
ate of me. He always let me hare toy.
own

way."

"Yes," growled the second, "and look

at the reetilt."
"Ke.-ult? What result?"
"Why, lie's dead!"—Cincinnati Post
Ί'-f Jrhire.

Πι» tint wili Iwe hi:: f hud f »r a Jest
deserves to die a l.tg;:ar by the bargain. Such let thy jests I*· that they
may not jrrind the credit of thy friend,
ami make not Jests so long that thou
beeomest one.—Fuller.
Plaeitl »nd ('oiiU-ute4.
"Mrs. Humes Cache seem.* to bave a
placid and contented mind."
"Undoubtedly she has," replied Miss
Cayenne. "She knows how well her
uew gown becomes her."—Washington
SUr.

I have somewhere seen It observed
that we should make the sane use of
a book that t!:j bee «'.or.* A a tlower.
She steals sv.eots fro-» it, Lut doc* not
Injure It—Coiiun.
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ATWOOD

PORBB8,

A

UttM« u4 Pnrrtaton.
A. ■. romus.

ϋsomen M. ATWOOD.

Tmrnxa :—$1 JO a rar If paid atrtctly 1b advance.
Othcrwtee *t00 a year. Single copie· 4 cent·.
ADrimumim:-AU legal advertisement·
are given three oonaecttTe faeerttoa» for $1jo
per lacli in length of column. Special contract·
made wtth local, Iran «lent and yearly advertiser*.

Job PtnrnM —New type, faat preeeea, electric
power, experienced workmen and tow prioos
combine to make title department of oar boatnee· complote and

popular.

■n«u corns.
Single Copie· of the Democrat are tour cent·
each. They will be mailed oa receipt of price by
the publiaient or for the convenience of patron·
jlnglo coplee of oach laeue hate been placed oa
•ale at the following place· In the County :
South Pari·,
Brook·' Drag Store.
Shurtlof '· Drag Store.
Norway,
Noyee' Drag Store.
Stone'· Drag Store.
Alfred Cole, Poetoaater.
Buckfleld,
A. F. Lewi·, Inauranoe Ο lice.
Kryeburg,
Pari· Ulli,
Mr·. Harlow. Port υ «ceWeet Parla,
Samuel T. White.

State Election

Monday, Sept.

ιο.

For Governor,

William T. Cobb,
of Rockland.

For

Representative

in

Congress,

CHARLES E. LITTLEF1ELD,
of Rockland.
For Senator,
HENRY U. HASTINGS,

of Bethel.

For Clerk of Coarta,
CHARLES F.WHITMAN, of

Norway.

County Treasurer,
of Paris.
GEORGE M. ATWOOD,
For County Attorney,
of Norway.
CHARLES P. BARNES,
For

For Register of Deeds,

J. HASTINGS BEAN,

of Paria.

For Register of Deeds, Western District,
of Fryeburg.
ECKLEY BALLARD,
For County Commissioner,
of Canton.
ADELBERT DELANO,
*■

For

Sheriff,

Parte HML
First Baptist Church, Bev. K. O. Taylor, psstor
Pieachln* «very Sanday it 10:40 A. *. Sua J* y
School U U v.
Sabbath Ifenlif Service Μ
7 JO r. M. T. P. S. C. X. Tuesday evealaf.

PnjrtrMmUiiTkondn«nûuttTM.

The regular monthly meeting of the
Pari· HilT Library Association will be
held at Bamlin Memorial Hall on Wedneeday, August 1st, at 3 p. M.
Howard H. Cole gave a party to about
twenty of hi· young friend* Tueeday,
celebrating his twelfth birthday.
Miss Fannie Perham, Mrs. W. L. Perham, and Miss Wilma Perham joined the
family at Βχ·βον. Perham'· last week.
Mis· Mary Pierce baa returned from
Clifton Beach, Maes., where she ha»
been visiting for the paat fortnight.
Dr. William P. Thompson of Portland
is with hi· mother and sister at "Elmhunt."
Mrs. O. A. Thayer has purchased the
George L. Mellen place and will furnish
rooms there for boarder· in connection
with "Elmhurst" It i· especially appropriate that Mrs. Thayer should own
this place as it was built by her father,
the late Hon. Jarvis C. Marble.
of
wife
Mr·. F. Brook· Upham,
Lieutenant Upham, of U. S. S. New Jersey, is visiting Mr·. Wright.
Miss Valentine of New York ia a guest
it 'Old Brick."
Miss Vivian Edward· from Constantinople is a guest of Mr·. Fraucia C. Case.
Misses Jane and Elizabeth Allen of
Sew York have been gueata at "The Old
Red House."
Miss Gertrude Brown was a guest of
Mies Valentine at Prout's Neck the past
week.
Or. Hamlin's bequest to the library
being unavailable for present use, it hae
been decided to give an entertainment
For the purpose of raiaiog money toward·
the running expense·. The program will
consist of a comedy in two acts entitled
"Mrs. Oakley's Telephone," with music
between the acts, followed by a dance. It
will be given on Friday, August 3d, at
Academy Hall. Admission 25 cents;
dancing free.
The big hard pine timbers which are
to support the stamp mill at the Crocker
Hill mine, the raising of which has been
the subject of more or lees speculation,
we now all up and in place.

of Paris.

HIRAM R. HUBBARD,

Cove-

nant MeeUnc the last Trldeybefore the lat
Sunday of the month «I ΐϋ P. M. All Mt
otherwise connected we cordially Invited.
Universalis! Charoh.
Sundsy School every
Sunday U 10.«a.m.

Greenwood.

Years ago, when it *u difficult to get
Representatives in the Legislature,
of Norway. bay on account of the catching weather,
ALBERT J. STEARNS,
Ezekiel Holmes used to

For

FRED R. DYER,
WILLARD B. WI«;HT,
ELWIN H. GLEASON,
JERRY H. MARTIN,

ALMON

of Buckfield.

of Newry.

of Mexico.
of Rumford.

YOUNG,

of Hiram.
of Stow.

ALMON EMERSON,

Coming Event·.
Aug. 7.—Oxford Pomona Grange, Hebron.
I'nlvereallet grove meeting. Lake
Aug. 5.
Anaaaguntlcook.
—

NKW

ADVKKT19KMKNTS.

Λ Hliliuiumt'r Sale.
K»rK*lDClearance Suit Sale.
Reducing Stock.
A Business Change
Bailor Shop.
Loêl.
Bonds (or Sale.
LoH.
Which Shall It Be?

Mere and There.
"She gut off backward*"
inn of » newspaper story of a
ting off a car. If she had
other way, it would have
telling of.

in the head-

getgot off any

woman

been worth

Our colored brethren, it seems, are
above the temptations of great wealth.
The Pullman Company is said to be hav-

ing difficulty finding competent Negro
porters for its cars.

Resubmission ap"No prohibition.
pears to be the sentiment down in Milo."
Such is the heading of a caucus report
in the Argus. Very significant. That's
exactly what the Democratic movement
for resubmission means—mo prohibition.

the late Or.
suggest the idea of farmer· building dry
used
those
similar
to
houses
by hop
growers, only as much larger as required
so that they could go on with their haying whether it was fair or foul. That
such a device would be a good thing in a
season like the present, must be plain to
every one, but it never will materialise
At this writing
on account of the cost.
it is looking more favorable.
Swe«t corn is now showing the spindle
about as it usually doe· by the 10th of
the month, and crop· generally are that
much late.
Floyd Morgan is still at work in Bethel
but was let off a few days last week to
assist his father in haying.
Fred Cole ha· the new school house
up, the roof shingled, and will soon be
ready to occupy. The school is booked
to commence there the 8th of August.
It often pay in when coming across an
old paper, to pick it up and glance at its
Near by lies a copy of Zion'·
contents.
Advocate, bearing the date of June 13,
1900, which was picked up the other day
beside the road, and containing on a yellow slip the name of Lorana Brooks.
In addition to a very practical aermon
from the late Rev. C. H. Spurgeon, from
the text, "I am ready," the paper contains a beautiful hymn written by Dr.
Hovey. A day or two before the late
Rev. Dr. S. F. Smith (author of "My
country, 'tis of thee,") died, Dr. Hovey
called upon him, and to the inquiry as to
how he was, Dr. Smith made the reply,
"I have been all day with God." On
his return to hie home Dr. Hovey wrote
the hymn in question.
Chas. B. Brooks has now another
housekeeper whom report says he found
in Oldtown.
Dea. Moses Dow is to be congratulated
on his good luck when getting so mixed
up with his mowing machine. Some
men have not been so fortunate.
Geo. Hayes1 new barn was dedicated
last Weduesday evening, but exactly in
what manner bas not been reported.
The sneak thief is in it again; this
time he stole nearly all of Dan. Cole's
pork out of his cellar.

Kuseell Sage was the boss inoner lender of the
country, his naine a synonym for paralmooy
H hether he was anything
and close Ùttledues*
else perhaps the reading of his wIU will disclose.
Will it? If he had feft everj cent of
his immense wealth for charitable and
benevolent purposes, when he can himOxford.
self use it no longer, it is difficult to
Mr. Edward Haye· and family started
understand why any credit should be
for their home in Idaho on Monday.
given him for liberality.
Mrs.
and
son
Mrs. Baxter and
Josephine Collier and son of MassachuMr. Sage, dead at nearly ninety years setts are visiting at Mr. A. T. Stone's.
Jessie Martin of Providence is visiting
of age, has left a fortune of ninety or a
hundred millions. He left every cent of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Martin.
Mrs. Charle· Jordan haa returned from
it.
the hospital and is gaining slowly.
Eliza Bowie is at the hospital at Lew·
The Argus sees hope of Democratic iston.
fact
in
the
in
the country towns
gains
Lottie Walker of Portland is at the
that wheu Mr. McOillicuddy spoke in Lake View House.
Dixfield there were Republican· a* well
Mr. and Mrs. Libby and daughter and
as Democrats in the audience, and con- Mr·.
Libby'· lister, Miss Foss, of Norsiderable enthusiasm was manifested way, called on friends in this place.
during the latter part of Mr. McGilli·
Henry Everett is in very poor health
cuddy's speech. The Argus is still en- and is quite helpless.
gaged in extracting eunshine from cuBorn, July 22d, to the wife of Herbert
cumbers.
Denning, a son.
Mr. and Mr·. Orin Houghton of Lewiston and Mr. Hudson Knight of Paris
The Maine Sanatorium at Ilebron was
visited Mr. and Mrs. John Elden on Sunhonored a few days since by a visit from
the uewly appointed sanatorium com- day.
Geneva Barker of Norway ia visiting at
mission of the state of Ohio, consisting
A. L. Ilolden's.
state
other
of the governor and several
The M. E. Society held a lawn party
officials. At the conclusion of their visit
of inspection they stated that the state Wednesday evening.
of Ohio had saved at least 975,000 by the
Peru.
visit, as they had gained information
Mr. and Mrs. Tibbetts from California
which would enable them to provide for
are visiting her son, S. A. Getchell.
the treatment of their consumptives at
Miss M. E. Walker haa gone to Rumso much less cost.
ford on a visit to her aunt, Mr·. Colby.
S. A. Getchell ha· finished haying for
John D. Rockefeller didn't have to be Mr. A. A. Babb.
Mrs. Emma Stillinan is visiting her
arretted, after all, when he landed in
New York. Hia attorney "arranged it." niece, Mr·. Kidder.
Mr. C. H. Kidder'· daughter Cora
from Massachusetts is visiting relatives
The last are first. The managers of in town.
Joe Casey is working for L. E. Irish in
the old and original trusta and combinations which operated to raise the price haying.
necessities
life
are
still
Mr. A. H. Brainard and Mr. Talcus
of the
of
unpunished, but the ice trusts, which are a have been in town on busine··.
comparatively modern and insignificant
North Stoaefcam.
it
and left
are

lot,

catching

right

A Pennsylvania farmer has blown up
with dynamite a curiously engraved
"Indian altar stone" which stood on hi·
land, and was of great interest to students
of aboriginal history. His reason for
destroying this valuable relic was that
the "rubbernecks" who came to study it
were bothering him and trampling down
his wheat. That man is singularly lacking in the first qualification of a business
Yankee.

School cloaed Friday after a very
profitable term, taught by Alice Schnuer
of Norway. Friday evening the achool
bad «peaking pieces, tableaux and aing·
ing, and ice cream and cake, the proceed· «>f which go to purchase map* for
the achool.

Mrs. Wm. Gammon atill remains very
low. Joan McAlliater of West Lovell
ia helping care for her.
Chriatopher Adams from Pennsylvania
ia viaiting hia brother, Sylvester Adams.
David Keniaton haa a housekeeper
from Massachusetts.

Base ball upsets traditions and conNorth Parla.
vention*. It used to be the case that an
Mrs. Parker of Cheetervllle is with her
attractive girl had to choose from among
her "admirers," and that was the es- daughter, Mrs. A. B. Abbott, on a visit
Norman Perkins came last week for a
tablished use of the term. But now the
gender of the term seems to have chang- short stay with his family.
Mr. Bessev is gaining from a fall from
ed, or at least become interchangeable.
It is reported that a pitcher la one of the a ladder and will soon be able to work
big league· has wedded a"fairadtairer." haying.
Mrs. Leroy Abbott has two of ber
nieces with her on a visit.
Te Republican.
Samuel Keen and wife have a oaby
We are anxious to have every Repub- added to the
family.
lican in close touch, and working In harmony with the Republican National
OilMd.
Congressional Committee in favor of the
election of a Republican Congre··.
Haymakers are progressing. Just the
The Congressional campaign must be right kind of hay weather.
baaed on the administrative and legislaLast Friday, Mrs. J. K. Richardson
tive record of the party, and, that being and son Carl went to Bethel in oompany
so, Theodore Roosevelt's personality with Mrs. Bur bank.
m flat be a central figure and hi· achieveSaturday, The Junior Mountain Rills
ments a central thought in the cam- met*with Lucia Peabody. It being rainy
they were detained there over night
desire to maintain the work of
Mrs. Mabel Mors· went to Portland
thia campaign with popular subscrip- laet week.
Miss Sadie Maker, who has been helptions of One Dollar each from Republicans. To each subscriber we will Mod ing Mia. Mors·, l«tt for her home la

Bethel.

BockftoUL
WMt Paris.
Report oomea from Old Orchard that
Mr*. A. C. Pwhun la now at a private
R. C. Thome· is very ill.
hospital In Woodford*. We are glad to Mr·.
G. W. TiltoD went to Waterville Wednote that aba la making a very favorable
lira. Drumrecovery from the aurgieal operation nesday by auto, bringing
which she underwent *ome over a week mood and her children to vl>lt her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Prince.
■go·
Leonard Prinoe of New Tork haa been
Mr. and Mr*. Ε. H. Brown of Rumford
of his parents, Mr. and
Fall*, accompanied by their *on, C. L. a reoent guest
Κ. N. Prinoe.
Brown, are «pending a abort vacation in Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Tilton and son of
town.
Ethel Merritt, of Bridgewater, Mas·., Auburn have recently visited their
parents.
ia visiting her annt, Mr*. R. T. Flavin.
Work is progressing at the Oxford
Mrs. Mary Webber Soule of West
the same with a
Manchester, Ν. H., ha* been visiting her Spring, enclosing
reservoir, building a bottling
sister, Mrs. Albert J. Richer.
graniteetc.
Morris Bean and family have moved house,
Mr. and Mrs. Dexter Bridgham of Bosto South Paris.
L. F. Willis and son are spending a ton are guests of relatives.
Miss Fannie Hersey has gone to Bos(aw weeks at home. Mr. Willis ia re-

pairing his

barn.
Miss Cora E. Young has again resumed her place in the post office, and Mrs.

Dora Jackaon ha* finished work there.
Mr. Henry Parker, wife and two
children, have moved here from Deerlng
sod are living in the house owned by S.
W. Dunham and next to his residence on
Church Street Mr. Parker has taken
John Mayhew's place as fireman on the

Militant engine.
Miss Agnea Bit-knell is visiting her
lister, Mrs. D. W. Gray, and other relative* in the vicinity.
Misa May Baker has been spendiog a
week with Miss Cora M. Dexter.

Bryant's Pond.
The band gave a fine concert at the
ihore of the lake Thursday evening. It
was for the entertainment of the cottage
people.
The engagement

of Miss Alice Mauger
»f Guernsey Island to Mr. Joseph Morof
East
rison
Orange, N. J., ia an-

nounced.

Camp

Echo

will

week by Edith R.

be occupied next
Hastings and party
people just leaving

From Bethel. The
this camp were H. J. Cuthbert, wife and
maid, of New York City, with Master
Lowell and Winslow Cuthbert, and Capt.
Teeb of the 8th New York Regt., wife
sud son.
Camp Christopher is occupied by
Herman Young and wife of Boston, Mrs.
Florence Clark and George Duryea of
New York.
The Maugers at Guernsey Island are
entertaining Clarence Stuart of Newtonville, Mass.
The Wiskeys at Birch Villa are entertaining Mrs. Capt. Alexander Gray
and son, Andrew Hobson and wife, Miss
Hobson, and Dr. Rogers of Paterson,
N. J.
Capt. Isaac Hall and Mrs. Hall are
entertaining Mrs. Van Gleason and maid
of Paterson, Miss Carrol Smith and
Emily and Jess Smith of Weatherford,
Texas.
D. A. Cole and A. L. Rowe are the
first two farmer* to finish haying.
H. J. Libby has sold the grass on the
York farm to Geo. H. Coffin.
Dana Dudley is cutting the grass on
the A. P. Bowker farm.
The Martz Specialty Co. will be the attraction at Dudley's Opera House, July
30. The company cornea here from Dix·
field and will exhibit at Locke's Mills,
July 31. Marts always has a first class
company and is one of the Maine men
who has made a success in the show
business.

The farmer· have been buay Mooring
their hay.
Mr·. Thomas Twitchell and daugther,
lira. Sturgia, of Portland, bare bean
{ueata at the Twltohell homestead the
past two weeka.
Mr. Ν. B. Springer wai operated apon

BLUB STORKS.

Change

A Business

of Holland. In like manopportunities for sight seeing are maeh entire province
Mclver, of Yanceboro, Me.,
{rester. Another reason is, the absence ner Kenneth
to go unnoticed
if smoke and dust and the frequent, permitted a little cold
finish waa only averted by
For appendicitis Lut Saturday, by Dr. occasions where one may stop oil and until a tragic
He writes:
William· of Auburn and Dr. Wight of riew some attractive feature, and take Dr. King's New Discovery.
"Three doctors gave me up to die of
Bethel. At the present writing the new· the next car without mncb delay.
caused by a neglected
from the aick room is encouraging.
Tripe over the Lewiston, Brunswick lung inflammation,
bat Dr. King's New Discovery
Miss Alma Holbrook, who has been ind Bath line afford glimpses of fine, cola;
life." Guaranteed beet cough
are looking into
the guest of her uncle, J. (J. Purington, well cultivated farms, several enterpris· saved my
the
you are planning how to keep cool we
cold cure, at F. A. Shurtleff A Co.'e
lias returned to her home in firnnswiok. ing villages, and vistas of mountain, and
botTrial
to
and
business
00c.
our
$1.00.
store.
supply your wants this coming
future, arranging
There is a steady increase in city travel forest and river scenery that are enchant- drug
tlea free.
ind many touring car· are aeen coming ing Indeed.
winter. The orders for our new stocks are placed and in less than one
Tbe trip from Winthrop to Augusta
into town.
An intereeting scene was witnessed by
the new goods will be here. We need money to pay for them,
month
views
âne
ind
on
affords
and
to
Portland
at
of
train
Dr.
Kent
many
the
Fort
Togus
King
the passengers on
Thuraday,
Dr. Tibbetts of Bethel operated upon of lake scenery, with shores dotted with Ashland Junction one day recently. A also we must change our business all over for the new season.
ton to consult an oculist. Lizzie Allen Ernest Buck, son of Orlando Buok, for a many fine cottsiges.
young moose in some way bad gotten on
A trip over the Augusta, Winthrop the railroad and oould not get through
assists at the post office during her ab- rery serious case of appendicitis.
inMrs. James Wright of South Paris ind Gardiner line is full of scenic
Lizzie well understands the
sence.
the fence. The numerous attempts of
of tbe
the animal to jump through the fence
business, and when all others fail she is iras the gurst of Mrs. Purington Friday. terest, affording one a sight
newer
and
The family of Paul Ames, Esq., of sapital city, old Hallowell
were laughable as the impact on the
available, although librarian and a
Men's, Tooths' and Boys' Bnits at Greatly Reduced Prices.
New York, are spending the summer Gardiner.
wiree would throw it to Its back. A
housekeeper.
its
has
charms
own,
peculiarly
Togus
Milford Irish of Whitman, Mass., is in with Mrs. I. W. Ames.
crew of section men who were at band
•18, «17, $16, $15 SUITS (All good one·), $12.00
Rev. Frank C. Potter, a former pastor ind every loyal citizen of Maine who caught the young monarch of the forest
town, called this way by the death of his
$14, $13.50, $12 SUITS (All good ones), $10.00
jf the M. E. church, preached in Bethel possibly can, should visit this fine home and carried him up the track where there
brother, Wm. E. Irish, of Turner.
* 7.50
$10 SUITS
two Sabbaths during the absence of Rev. For the disabled defenders of our liber- was a gate. This was opened and the
t 5.50
«7.50 SUITS,
F. E. Schoonover, and was gladly wel- ties when our rights were assailed. little fellow skipped for the woods. It
of
BosJames
Townsend
wife
Mr.
and
3omed by former friends ana parishion- Visitors are cordially welcomed by tbe is a common sight to see the old cow
of
are
Gardiner,
visiting ers.
ton, formerly
old veterans, and shown every courtesy. moose and her two calves of which this
Odd Trousers at Greatly Reduced Prices.
their cousin, Mrs. ▲. W. Pottle. They
Another new line recently opened, and was one, around the depot. The old
Mr. Leslie Mason and family spent a
have already visited relatives at Rumford lew
Remember, the Early Birds Will Get the Bargains.
which is fast becoming very popular, is one seems to be little disturbed by trains
at the old home recently.
days
Falls and propose to go to Aroostook
the Auburn-Turner route. Life on tbe or
Come in and Bring the Boys· We've Bargains for AU.
people and seems to realize that she
Lovell.
County before they return home.
(arm is here seen in many phases, and a is safe.
Rev. A. W. Pottle preaches by invitaThe Woman's Library Club have trip over this line affords pleasure and
tion at Allen Grove in Hartford Sabbatli
beONLY 82 YEARS OLD.
bought the hotel lot of land where The rest to the visitor. We predict that
in
Sabbath
the
first
and
afternoon,
American House was burned of Geo. H. fore many years this line will be extendam
"I
the
Methodist
he
pulpit Moore and P. B. Walker.
only S2 years old and don't exsupplies
ed to Livermore Falls, and possibly to
August
even when I get to be real old to
pect
in Waterville. Mr. Pottle has been
An entertainment was given at Pine Rumford Falls. What a grand accomas I can get ElecSouth Paris,
pastor at Waterville at two different Srove Hall Friday evening for the bene- plishment that would be, and what feel that way as long
(2 Stores, )
tric Bitters,11 says Mrs. Ε. H. Brunson,
times and resided there during his term fit of the Woman's Club. Ice cream and
our
to
be
city of
brought
pleasure would
there's nothing
Ga.
Surely
Dublin,
as presiding elder.
its
Maine
visitors
to
old
cake were on Bale, and a dance followed.
by
operations.
else keeps the old as young and makes
M re. M. B. Pottle of Portland paid a Music
Portland via Lewiston, Brunswick
by Farrington's Orchestra.
the weak as strong as this grand tonic
visit to her uncle, Rev. A. W. Pottle,
hot
in
ride
a
is
M.
and
to
A three-year-old oolt belonging
charming
Freeport,
medicine. Dyspepsia, torpid liver, inlast week, going from Buckfield to He- A. Le Baron was killed in a recent summer
also
the
and
cheapest
days,
flamed kidneys or chronic constipation
bron, where her daughter Blanche is thunder storm standing in the barn.
route. Only ninety cents from Turner
are unknown after taking Electric Bitreceiving treatment at the Sanatorium.
There are many summer visitors about to Portland by this way, and every
ters a reasonable time. Guaranteed by
There will be no services in the Buck- the lake now.
moment filled with intense delight as
F. A. Shurtleff & Co., druggists. Price
field Methodist church until Sabbath,
one is brought to behold constantly
60c.
Aug. 26.
North Albany.
changing scenery.
Electric lines have come to stay and
James W. Richardson, sged 78, one of
J. P. Kimball and daughter of Stark,
Newry.
western
oldest residents of Kittery, commitreturned to his home Sunday. when the proposed line through
the
Ν.
Π.,
the
We have too many Russet Oxfords so have marked them down.
Born, in North Newry, July 27, to
another channel ted suicide on the 21st by banging himhere he cut the English hay and Oxford is iki operation,
While
wife of Nealy Thompson, a son.
will be utilized for enjoying choice rural self in bis barn. He had been in poor
some of hie buildings.
the following reductions.
Look
at
shingled
came
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Littlehale
to yet be able to ex- health for some time. He leaves a
Miss 011a Emery is at home for a vaca- scenery. We hope
recently in an automobile from Rock- tion.
plore this part of "Old Oxford" via the widow who is also in poor health.
Men's Russet Oxfords, Fitzu, $3.50 shoes for
$1.50
land to visit his mother, Mrs. Mary
in tbe trolley
Mrs. Lucy Emery is at Norway at trolley car. We believe
Littlehale.
Men's
Russet Oxfords, $3.00 grade for
$2.25
line for ease, comfort and recreation.
TWENTY YEAR BATTLE.
Mrs. Lydia Drake.
work
for
Muses W. Bryant, an aged and infirm
on a recent ten-day trip in and
"I was a loser in a twenty year battle
Women's Russet Oxfords, Evangeline, $3.00 shoes for $a.oo
Mrs. Carrie Penley has employment at While
Mrs.
his
is
the
sister,
gentleman,
visiting
around Boston, we patronized
trolley with chronic piles and malignant sores,
North Bethel.
New Century, $2.50 shoes for
tours to Brock- until I tried Bucklen's Arnica Salve;
....$1.75
Mary Baker, at the residence of J. S.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Jacobs and little car exclusively, making
Allen, and may remain for an indefinite son are
Lexington
Plymouth,
which turned the tide, by curing both,
visiting Mrs. Jacobs' sister, ton, Whitman,
too many of
We
have
These are all new goods, the style is right.
and Concord, and places near tbe "Hub," till not a trace remains," writes A. M.
period.
Bertha Kimball.

To Tour Advantage!

WHILE

Opportunity:

This Is Your

.....

F. H. NOYES CO.,

Norway.

DOWN.

MARKED

Mrs. Minnie Foster has gone to Berlin
consult a noted dentist of that place.
Charlie Moore of North Bethel is hauling spool strips from Wight's mill in
North Newry to Bethel.
Mrs. Effie Stevens of Lewlston is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. L.
Thurston, and Mr. and Mrs. Parker of
Chesterville are visiting at Ralph Kil-

Mrs. Julia Bryant and little daughter by this pleasant method.
Bruce, of Farmville, Ya. Best for old them and make these
With more electric lines in Oxford
Helen are visiting relatives here and in
Ulcers, Cuts, Burns and Wounds. 25c.
be
more
will
County, her attractiveness
at F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co., druggists.
North Waterford for a few weeks.
bas
as
yet
John Kimball is at work for Irving appreciated. Our county
only two street railways, one of which
Only 141 out of 470 Maine citiea and
Green of North Waterford.
other towns failed to make appropriations for
tbe
and
be
called
forceful,
Miss Gusta Kimball is visiting her may
Slocum.
borseful.
state roads this year. They should get
brother Robert this week.
ΠΜίησ I· the hiiNinMR of the rtav.
,in line in 1007.

to

«VVIIII

gore's.

Hiram.

Mrs. Jennie Davenport and daughter
Abbie from the west are visiting in

Mi's. Mary Jane, wife of Mr. Henry
L. Huntress, died in Hiram July 9tb,
aged 00 years. She leaves a husband
and two children, Mr. Harry Huntress
and Miss Mabel Huntress, also two
brothers, Mr. Andrew Day of Cornish
and Mr. Seth Day of Porter, and one
sister, Mrs. John Clarke of Cornish. For
many years she has been a member of
the Methodist church. In all relations
of life she was a most estimable, Christian woman. Four of her children had
passed over the mystic river and awaited
ber coming to that glorious home where
parting shall be no more. Funeral serMr. Eldvices were held at her home.
ridge, pastor of the Cornish Methodist
church, was the officiating clergyman.

North Newry.

Hebron.

Friday evening,

the 20th, a musical
held in the church vestry. Seventyfive or more were present and the entertainment was a success. H. L. Melcher
served ice cream and a social time followed.
West Sumner.
Rev. Mr. Hill preached Sunday in place
Ε. T. Brown of Auburn was in town of Dr. Crane, who is at Squirrel Island.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Sargent have been
last week buying cattle.
Ben Doble and little ion of Lewieton spending a few daye in Denmark with
are visiting Mr. Doble's parents, Mr. and Judge Bonney.
Mr. C. H. George is very poorly this
Mrs. E. G. Doble.
Mrs. W. T. Bisbee is receiving a visit summer. Mr. George is a veteran of the
from ber cousin, Mrs. Addie Faxon, and G. A. R., and was severely wounded in
daughter Corinne, of Brooksville, Mass. the right arm, which is the cause of his
Mr. and Mr*. Ellis Doble of South present illness. It is hoped he will reParis spent Sunday with Mrs. Doble's gain his usual health soon.
H. L. Melcher lost a horse Tuesday.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Doble.
Wm. Stevens' house was struck by
Wednesday afternoon, little Miss
lightning in Saturday's shower. The Louise Pinkhaiu entertained her young
bolt entered on the telephone wire de- friends at a lawn party. It was to have
molishing the instrument and damaging been a birthday party, but had to be
the house considerably.
Fortunately postponed on account of the rain.
there was no blaze.
Brownfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Green of Livermore
A band of Gipsies are camping near
Falls are visiting Mrs. Green's grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Richmond Tuttle. this village.
Rev. Mr. Cameron, formerly pastor of
Dr. E. J. Marston, who has been on
the sick list for a few days, is reported the Congregational church here, and his
as gaining. Dr. Caldwell was called to family, are spending their vacation with
his friends in this vicinity.
see him.
Mrs. A Hen of Denmark is visiting her
Mrs. D. N. Ricker of Troy, Ν. Y., is
granddaughters, the Peabodys, in this
boarding with Mrs. John Heald.
Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Heath of Bos- village.
Mrs. Elmer Sands and son are guests
ton are spending a few days with Mr.
at Mr. John Sands'.
and Mrs. Herbert Heath.
Univerealiet Circle Wednesday evening
Mrs. James Buck of Auburn spent the
week's end with ber son, Charles Buck. at town ball. Ice cream and cake were
at
Horace
served.
Ezekiel Fogg is boarding
Mr. Linscott is having the interior of
Farrar's.
entertained
was
R.
Club
by his house paiuted.
The S. B.
J. L. Frink is suffering with erysipelas
Mra. M. E. Farrar Thursday afternoon.
The rooms were brightened by many in his face.
E. L. Frink of Portland was at homo
bouquets of cut flowers, tastefully arranged. Among those from out of town Sunday.
were Deaconess Anna Mack, Miss Reardon and Miss Lowe of Philadelphia.
First Congregational
church, Rev.
Mark Twain was the author under con- James J. G.
Pb. D., pastor. SunTarr,
was
sideration and his wit and humor
day, Aug. 5, morning worship at 10:45,
greeted with laughter and applause. with an address by Mrs. Lillian M. N.
Incidents from his life were read by
Stevens, National President of the W. C.
Deaconess Anna and Mrs. Hiram Howe. T. U. Mrs. Stevens is a
speaker of
Then followed a brief lesson in orni- national
reputation, and it is hoped that
thology by Mrs. H. S. Robertson. A all, and especially the votere, will make
summary of the work done by Old Prob- a special effort to bear this eloquent
abilities to aid the farmers, was read by
speaker. Those who do not will miss a
Mr·. George Clark. Refreshments of treat seldom accorded to
any but the
cake and ice cream werd served. Story
larger places. Sunday School at 12 m.
instruvocal
and
both
and
music,
telling
Evening worship at 7:30, when Dr. Tarr
mental, closed one of the most enjoyable wijl commence a series of four "Popular
meetings the club has held. The next Science Sermons." The special subject
meeting will be Aug. 9.
for this evening will be "Liquid Air."
The orchestra is expected to lead the
Denmark.
All are cordially invited to
Denmark Lodge, No. 50, I. O. 0. F., singing.
these services.
will go to Bridgton Monday evening by
On July 24, at the Congregational
invitation of Cumberland Lodge, No. 30,
parsonage, Mr. Freeman I)urgin of
for
candidates
them
three
take
with
and
Brownfield, and Miss Sadie Frances
the 2d degree, which will be given by Powers of
Roxbury, Mass., were united
Cumberland Lodge degree team.
in marriage, Rev. Dr. Tarr officiating.
Mr·. Kattie Sanborn and mother are at
A phouograph has been secured to
the Islands in Portland Harbor for a furnish entertainment at the
Congreabort vacation.
gational fair to be beld in Bradbury
Mr. Ellis F. Blake was taken to the in1.
Hall, Aug.
sane aaylum at Augusta Saturday, the
The following citizene have been
21st, by Mr. Geo. W. Moulton and An- drawn jurors for the coming terms:—
Smith.
drew
Grand jury, Messrs. John Danthworth,
Mra. Susie Blake is at the home of her and John Sands. Traverse
jury, Messrs.
Mrs.
Rowe.
and
Mr.
Stephen
parents,
Charles Harmon and S. N. Adams.
It ia reported that there are but few
blueberries on the mountain thia season,
East Brownrieid.
the early frost killing them.
On Wednesday afternoon from two to
five the local W. C. T. U. and L. T. L.
oyron.
were very cordially entertained at the
Dr. A. J. Walker, wife, daughter
beautiful home of Mrs. E. A. G. StickRutb, and Misa Grace Paine, all of Bridgwho is president of the Brownfield
ton, made a dying visit to the doctor's ney,
W. C. T. U., also president of Oxford
uncle, Stephen Taylor. They came in
Union. During the afternoon
Dr. Walker's new 22 horse power Buick County
the guests were bountifully served with
automobile.
delicious refreshments of ice cream and
John Thomaa' horse got at a box of
cake. Prayer was offered and a brief
grain in Mr. Trask's stable and ate all he talk given
by Rev. Dr. Tarr, pastor of
wanted, which proved to be more than the
Congregational church. Mrs. Gertwas good for him, as it is feared if he
rude Stevens Leavitt of Portland made a
survives he will be untit for use.
few remarks, especially to the children,
Misa Gertrude Dunn haa returned
who gave the L. T. L. salute and rally
from a visit to her aunt at West Minot.
phonographic selections
Nerth Star Grange, No. 130, worked cry. Many
Each guest was presented
were given.
the first and seoond degrees at their last
with a pleasing souvenir in the form of
meeting and have another candidate two post
cards. Upon one is the birthwaiting to go through the same perof Mrs. Stickney, upon the other
formance at their next meeting.
A most delightful
er present home.
H. C. Young, who is postmaster at
afternoon was passed by all. About
West Minot, was called home last week
attended.
as the post office had been broken into. thirty-five
Rev. A. J. Cameron, wife and daughThe burglars found nothing but letters.
ter, of Winslow, Me., have been visiting
at Eben Rounds'.
Locke's MUU.
Miss Isabel H. Stiokney is entertainof
Mis.
Will
Mr. and
McNally Albany her friend, Miss Adela Browne, of Philavisited at W. 11. Farnham's Sunday.
delphia.
The S. S. Felt farm on Howe Hill has
Miss Elizabeth Milliken of Portland
been sold to parties who will cut the
■pent a few days with Mrs. Gertrude S.
was

Elace

Maine News Notes.

Ο

drownings

three

Sunday,

▲ HARD LOT
July 23, 1900.
Had Saturday been the right eort of a of troublée to contend with, spring from
day for the curing of cut grass, it would a torpid liver and blockaded bowels,
not have left ue subject to the tempta- unless
you awaken them to their proper
tion of working on the Sabbath. The action with Dr. King's New Life Pill·;
for
a
miseris
in
of
it
now
most
shape
the pleasantest and moet effective cure

Successors to

was

employed. Guy II. Furlong, 19 years
old, was drowned at Limerick Mills, and
Clarence Story, aged 10, at Hallowell,
both while bathing.
Edward, the six-year-old son of Joseph
Alley of Fairiield, lost his life Tuesday
by being buried by a bank of sand.
While playing in a sand hole the bank

caved in and he was covered with several
feet of sand. Several young companions
were unable to liberate him before life
bad become extinct.
It is understood that a survey is being
made for an extension of the Portland
and Rumford Falls Railway from its
junction with the Maine Central at Rumford Junction in Auburn through Gray
to Portland. By some it is thought that
the proposed extension simply means
that the road wishes to get to the sea,
while others see in it a movement of the
Canadian Pacific to get into Portland
and thus have a winter port there. From
the present northern terminus of the
Rumford Falls'and Rangeley Lakes Railroad, which is really a part of the Portland and Rumford Falls road, it is only
about forty miles to a connection with
the Canadian Paeific at the state border,
and a survey of the route has already
been made.
Here ia a hen story from Millinocket.
Clinton Delano had in his stable a barrel
of buckwheat that an old hen discovered and thought it a capital chance for an
easy breakfast. When she had finished
eating she dropped an egg in the barrel
and went away. This process was continued until the buckwheat was gone
and the barrel was full of eggs. About
this time Clint discovered the stolen nest
and put a head In the barrel, intending
to send it away. Being a busy man
Clint promptly forgot to ship the barrel
and the matter passed from his mind until one day a small army of chicks came
marching out of the stable. On investigating he found that the hen had picked a knot out of the head of the barrel
and bad set on it and hatched the 500
eggs. He says he has the hen and the
barrel and will be glad tp show them to
the public.

Smiley

Shoe

Store,

BLOCK,

OPERA HOUSE

NORWAY, MAINE

Telephone 11B-8.

Monday, and we are having it all for Constipation. They prevent apright Nature placed a convenient ele- pendicitis and tone up the system. 25c.
vation of land between this particular at F. A. Sburtleff A Co.'s drug store.
hay field and the highway that the
minister uses on the way to and from the
The Birth of a New City.
"East," where he dispenses the bread of
Prince Rupert, the new city of Northable

life, but the cattle looked on with approval. Should they happen to be endowed with the power to speak, like
Balaam's donkey, it will be with ap-

proval

on some

of those

of winter.
To many rules thore

judgment days

are

exceptions,

A

western British Columbia and the Pacific
Coast terminus of the Grand Trunk
Pacific has indeed begun, and the
foundations laid of the coming metropolis of the Western Province of the Dominion. The camps of the surveyors,
both those of the Dominion and the

and the rule, the divine rule of Sabbath Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company,
conduct, is happily not an exception, if are pitched on and near the future city's
the words of the Christ are of any boundaries.

Resolutions

the death of the late Dr. Woodbury,
adopted by the National Association of
Pension Examining Surgeons:
Inasmuch as it has pleased our Heavenly Father, in bis infinite wisdom, to
summon from onr midst Dr. Horatio
Woodbury, an honored member of our
association, and
Whereas, By his death, oor Association, while bowing to the will of Divine
Providence, keenly appreciates and deplores his loss. Be it therefore
Resolved, That the National Association of U. S. Pension Examining Surgeons, in convention assembled, hereby
extend to the bereaved family of onr late
member, this our token of sympathy, and
be it further
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be presented to the family of such
departed member, and, if possible, published in the local paper of his late
home.
Resolved, That these resolutions be
made a part of our permanent records
and the same printed in the official
organ of our association.
D. A. Howk,
Η. Η. Whitcomb,
on

Committee.
Boston, Mass., June ft, 1000.

and four daughters to mourn her loss.
The funeral was attended by the Rev.
Mr. Markley Sunday at 1 i\ u. Her

friends and neighbors deeply sympathize
with the bereaved family.
Died, July 22d, Wm. E. Irish of Tur-

ner.

He was an old friend of the

writer,

and a worthy citizen. Hia age was
about 50 years. He leaves a wife, two
sons and one daughter to mourn bis loss.
W. C.

DOWN SALE

uine MARK

to make room for our fall stock.
broken sixes, and you must
get a fît as we are offering real
::
must make quick sales.
are

the first house on Kaien Island,
and is much pleased with them as work-

building
men.

Farther east, up the inlet where surveys are now in progress at different
points, the Grand Trunk Pacific Company's men are busy in the vicinity of
their respective camps—oue near Seal
Harbor, where the new saw mill will be
built, and one a mile and a half farther
east. Here the wharf and three buildings will at once be erected, as already

Look at
of the

prices

:: ::

These suits

early to
bargains that

come

1 LOT «7.50

$6.50

SUITS,
SUITS,

t

w

$5.98

$5-77

SUITS,

locality
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:

our

to

for the Queen
forth

w. L. Douglas Boot·.

Quality
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1
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Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

31 Market

Telephone

106-3.

Having

tried all other remedied,
will you continue to suffer
through false pride ?

We

Don't Be Foolish.

ous

Save your eyes aud nervous
energy.

Plow· and

RICHARDS,

Pleaaant Street,

South Paris.

repairs constantly

Also all kinds of work
ed

S.

ready to do all kinds of

Wood, Iron and Painting.

break down.

Let Us Relieve Your Headache by
RemoTini tie Cause.

are

Carriage Work.

Kepeated Eye Headaches sap
one's vitality aud bring
about a general nerv-

to

by

Carriage

usually

H.
work

by

Ε.

on

Carriage

H.

FOR MEN.
No better

$3.50

W. 0.

at any

and

$4

price.
00.

Frothingham,

and ornamental

done

at a

Castings

of all kinds inade to order.

will he attend

carpenter's shop

MUZZY.

MARSHALL.
J.

CUM MINGS.

painting by

JULIUS

A,.

RECORD.

cunriiNGS hanufacturing co.
at the F.

C. Merrill

SOUTH

South Paris.

Fire All Out at the Old I
Grain Mill

hand.

F.

Foundry work by
MELLEN

THE

Two Turner Deaths.
North Turnkb, July 25, 1900.
Died, July 2lat, Mrs. Harriet Jane
Merrill, widow of the late Lorenzo Merrill, aged 72 years. She waa a hard
working woman and a good neighbor.
She had been sick of consumption for a
long time, and was kindly taken care of
by her son Nathan. She leaves two sons

t

gen-

a

Outing Suits

Summer

October, and has accordingly fitted up
He says the
comfortable quarters.
Metlakahtla carpenters have the honor of

are

'THIS is

close out

Mr. Dodge, superintending the government eurvey, has his camp stationed
near the mouth of Tuck's Inlet, just opposite Venn's Passage, in view of historic
Metlakahtta. Ho intends to make a survey of the coast line waters of the inlet,
and as this will take him considerable
time, he expects to remain in camp until

piles for the wharf

J

Mid-Summer!

22d,

Paul
young men.
Ν. H., was drowned

Maine,
Webber of Union,
while bathing at Gray, whore he
were

to reduce our stock.

prices

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Co,

LfViiVI

weight. Common eenee is an excellent
Amos Gilpatrick, about 05 years of thing to have on tap in haying time,
when the weather is bilious.
age, a carpenter engaged in building a
By the way, if the weather had been
house at Lisbon Palls, fell from a stagas is sometimes the case,
ing Tuesday, and striking on a concrete bitterly dry
would have been lowing among
walk, died almost instantly. He leaves there
the herds for the accustomed cud.
a widow.
Rather dependent on Him who rules and
risks
of
fire
written
The total amount
manages the affairs of men, if you ever
to
the
in Maine the past year, according
noticed.
annual report of State Insurance ComThe killed out spots on our little farm
missioner Stephen W. Carr of Bowdoln- will not lessen the usual abundance, and
amount
The
total
was
S1C0,044,098.
ham,
the quality is superior, and we are living
of premiums received was $2,010,002 and in tïdst that there will be sunshine byof losses paid $1,389,008.
and-by and all day long. Our growling
The body of Clara Braley of Fast Bel- time is past.
Dr. Whitman called the other day, and
fast, aged 17, was found floating near the
shore at Northport Thursday afternoon. left us some abominably bitter decocin trim.
The girl disappeared the Sunday evening tion to put our corporeal system
it doesn't cheer
before. It was thought to be a case of It doesn't inebriate, and
suicide or foul play, but an autopsy re- while the taste is in the mouth.
We meet with Mr. Tilton frequently.
vealed no indications of the latter.
It is evident that he has reached that
suffered
Harvey Farnsworth, aged 21,
point in time, spoken of by one of old,
an attack of heart failure while in bath- when the
"grasshopper is a burden,"
aland
died
at
Kockport Tuesday
ing
when the light and little things of life
A companion named are a burdon and a bore. We have
most instantly.
Wall quickly observed his condition and drawn in double harness with him, more
carried the body to the shore, where two or less, and we have never nipped ears
physicians for two hours endeavored to nor kicked over the traces. And that is
resuscitate it.
a satisfactory thought.
John.
in
the
of
The

Foundry

and

Agricultural Work*,

PARIS, ΠΑΙΝΕ.

Keep the Flies Off Your Horse
———

By Using Fly

Nets.

———

new Grain Mill near the old
at the Bridge, with new machinery
and a mill that will grind Meal and
Feed to please everybody is ready (or

And my

I am selling the fancy string nets with ear nets attached for 75c.,
$1.10 and $1.25. The fly covers or close wove nets cost 65c., 75c., aiu'
Camp Meeting.
Don't fail to attend the Empire Orove
$1. I am selling the best all leather nets for $1.50 and $1.75. Call and
business, with the old miller R. N. Hall
camp meeting at East Poland, which
at my line before you buy.
look
his post to tell what 1> good and what
There's a Difference.
commences Thursday
evening, Aug. at
la not; also Ε. H. Farrar, the man who
closes
27tb.
and
Monday,
10th,
Aug.
(Portland Advertiser.)
In the box where you
or expense has not been spared to pnta your grain
Speaking of herself and her fashionable Effort this
want it every time, can be teen on the
best
of
the
one
make
very
meetings
followers the Countess de Noailles says:
team same as before the fire.
"I cannot admit that It is decorous to ever held on "the old camp ground."
Oreen of Portland has been
Ol Main St., Norway, Malno.
Rev.
Bowley
the
our
shoulders
to
criticism
of
expose
At This New Mill
the coachman and the coal beaver." Of secured as evangelist. He will arrive at
and will speak you can
Bourse It Isn't! Such oharms should be the grounds Aug. 20tb,
get the beat grade· of Flour I
afternoon and evening. There made in the West and all kind· of Grain, |
religiously preserved for the inspection each dayother
Rewill
be
prominent speakers.
of degenerates like Count Boni ana Harry
Feed, Hay and Straw. I have juat unduced rates have been granted on the loaded a oar of Prime Cotton Seed Meal
Thaw.
Srand Trunk and Rumford Falls roads. that la extra good for thi· season of the
Sood board and lodging oan be obtained year (protein 41), for aale at lowe*t
SAVED HIS COMRADE'S LIFE.
it reasonable prices. Don't miss this market price.
I wish to expre·· my
from
the
Grand
"While returning
to all who
thank· and
jaiup meeting.
appreciation
at
Army Encampment
Washington City,
worked so hard to save my property at
t comrade from Elgin, 111., wm taken
the fire, and to all the people who have
Suicide at Dixfieid.
^
irith cholera morbus and was in a critlFrank Rich, a farmer of Dixfleld, com· met Mr. Hall and myaelf at the old mill
:al condition," says Mr. J. E. Houghfor nearly forty year·, and I hope to aee
on Saturday by shooting
and, of Eldon, Iowa. "I gave him nitted suicide
them all again at the new mill where we
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diar- limself with a rifle. The deed was done believe in
giving everyone value reoeived
■hcua Remedy and believe saved his life. 1 it the house of a neighbor. For several for their
money. Be sure and call at the
mind
had
been
someRich's
Mr.
rears
i
[ have been engaged for ten years in
windowa.
;
was 61 years of mill with bay
□migration work and conducted many what unbalanced. Heleave·
several obll>arties to the sooth and west. I always 1 ige, a widower, and
A. E. SHURTLEFF,
; tarry this remedy and have used It suo- 1 Iren.
Maine.
South
occasions."
Parle,
Sold
on
by
many
sessfully
OLD CHRONIC SORES.
ihurtleff A Co., South Paris; Jones
NOTICE.
As a dressing for old obronio sores
drugstore, Oxford; Noyes Drug Store,
The subscriber hereby give· notice that he I
I here is nothing so good as ChamberNorway.
lus been duly appointed administrator with the I
Empire

Qrove

place

JAMES N. FAVOR,

timber on it, we understand.
Leavitt last week.
Chaa. Cross is in very poor health.
Elbridge Carr and family are visiting
Geo. Cross, his brother, was up from his mother and brother.
Lewiston to spend Sunday reoently.
Rev. Percy Maraton ia spending hi·
Frank Brooks and wife were at her vacation with hia brother, Dr. C. H.
father's, *). D. Cross', Sunday.
Mars ton.
The Ladies' Union Circle will hold a
Meddle Linscott is at J. E. Clement's.
Abram
Hall
in
Mount
sale
and
fair
Mr. Dow and family, who have been
the
2d,
proThursday evening, Aug.
visiting at Mr. Gatohell's, have returned
ceeds to go towards the purchase of a to their home in Lodi, California.
bell for the fjnion church. They will
hav· on sal· aprons, quilts, pillow cases,
Eut Bethel.
all kinds of fancy work, cake, candy, ice
Mr. M. McLeod viaited this plaoe last
sream, a fish pond, wonder table, and week in the interest of the Rumford Falls
ill things that go to .make up an up-to- Time·.
date fair and sale. There will also be
Miss Elsie Bartlett of Lowell is at
Come one, come all, home for her summer vacation.
in entertainment.
ind help all you feel you would like to.
Μη. H. E. Bartlett and Mrs. M. Winslow viaited Norway the 85th.
Mason.
Mrs. Lizzie Simpson and three children
W. H. Mason and wife of Albany visit- of Boaton are gueata of her alater, Mrs.
J.
W. Bean.
id their daughter, Mrs. D. W. Cushing,
Mrs. R. C. Clark and two sons, Hagh
Saturday.
and Wendell, of Lynn, Mass., are spendH. G. Mason ia on the aick list.
D. W. Cashing went to Norway Mon· ing a few weeks with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. C. M. Kimball.
lay sad bought two oows.
It has oaused more laughs and dried
Mrs. Dollj Blake is visiting relatives
Basel KenTston returned to her bone
the Republican National Campaign Text Sorbam, Ν. H.
1 α ore tears, wiped away diseases and
Auburn.
in
it
la
been
Moaday.
has
Norway
the
who
camp
Book and all document· iaaued bj
Roy Springer,
Prof. W. S. Wight visited relatives < Iriven away more fears than any other
Bertha Tyler was takea suddenly sick
eithnis brother Clarence, left for PortCommittee.
Holllster's
last week. He was accompanied by < oediclne in the world.
here
and
Dr.
with
appendicitis,
the
week.
raeaday
Aral
of
the
us
a
achieve
land
Help
great victory.
her 1 locky Mountain Tea. 86 oents, Tea or
Mra. Levi Baitlett calls oa the people ffllllanu of Auburn wee la town Thure· Miss Marls, who is staying with
Jahmm S. Sbuuus, Chairman.
Γ frbleta. V. ▲. ShartUff Λ Co.
tost, Mrs. 0. M. KimbftUi
lay to perform aa operation.
P. 0. Box 9068, New York. for oreaa twfce a week.

T.

▲ TRAGIC FINISH.
Scene* from tbe Mala· Trolley Car.
A watchman'· neglect permitted a leak
Your reporter in hi· rMearehee for
which a
beautiful Maine icenery, bM often in tba great North Saa dyke,
ooold have «topped, to be·
patronised the trolley car for Tarions child'safinger
rulnoua break, devastating an
abvious reaaoni. One It, beoauae tbe come

&&°sF»CKt"

HATS

Now at

Great Reduction.
You should

■

While it is not advisable
< ο heal old sores entirely, they should
' ►e kept In good condition for which this
For sale by
1 aire is especially valuable.
1 Ihurtleff A Co., Sontb Paris; Jones Drag
< Itore, Oxford; Noyes Drag Store, Nor*
1 r·f.
sin's Salve.

*111 annexed of tee estate of
BACHRL L. MOR8I. late of Oxford,
In the Connty of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. AU penons having
lemaada against the estate of said deceased are
iMlred to present the same for settlement, and
ill Indebted thereto aie (equated to make payMat immediately.
qbobo· lizn.

I ΤΏΠτδΤδοΓ

soo our

Bargains.

MBS. E. A. HOWE,

SOUTH PARIS,

■

CASTORIA riKntnHM** ΐ·™*·
Hi KM îm Minium I—Il

MAINE.

rf ζίίΤΤΤ"

Ilu ΦχίονΛ

flemacrat

SOUTHJPABIS.
not τ h

Oflk'C Hour»

PARIS post officx.

7 30

A.

M. to 7 30

p. Μ.

οRA.SU TRUNK RAIUWAT.

Commencing June 17,19· β.
TRAINS

L.KAVK

SOUTH PAJtIS

M.
Oolng down east)—4:51 A. M.. dally: 9 44 A.
4 04 p. u.. dally ; 6 00 ρ
,tally exi-ept Surnlay ;
Sunday only.
S -X p. M.
tiolng up we*t)—10 .1)7 A. *., dally ;
10:15 p. m., dally; lo rii A
•tally except Sunday;
only.
Sunday
u
M

CHUKCHM.

First Congregational Church, Rev. A. K. Bald
10.45 a. m an.l
Win, Pastor. Preac hing services,
μ
» ν
Sunday School 12 m.; Y. P. 8. C. Ε
on Tuesday
Church prayer
st. <> ρ μ
evening at "0 o'clock. All, not otherwise con
Invite·!.
no ted, are cordially
Methodist Church, Kev H. A. Clifford, Pastor
930 a. m.:
ι» Sunday, morning urayer meeting
a. M.; Sabbath School
urea» htng service lô:45
6
15
p.
M.
fi M Epworth League Meeting
prayer meetevening prayer meeting 'D0P.
class
Friday
meeting,
lu* Tuesday evening;
■

meeting

The Univenaliet church will be open
for service Sunday, Sept 2d.

George

W.

Frothingham vu

[ Portland over Sunday.

again

Mrs. George Aldrich and daughter,
Eva May, are visiting relatives in Gilead
and Bethel.

missionary meeting

The woman'·

I the

of

Second Congregational Church, Rev. B. £
Rldeout, Pastor. Preaching service Sundaj
I noon at S o'clock.
10 JO A. M.; Sabbath 8chool, 1200 M.; T. P. 8
C. E., Sundav Evening, β SO P. M ; Social Heel
Capt. Horace X. Bolster is reported as Inc. 7 «0 P. M ; regular weekly Ρ raj er Meeting
very low, and at the time the Democrat Tuesday evening.
Universalis! Churcb, Bev. 8. Θ. Davli
goes to press it is thought that be can Pastor. Preaching service on 8 un day atlOd i
live but a short time.
A. M. Sabbath School, 11.00; T. P.C. U. meet
Ing. 7.00 P.M.
Advertised letter in South Paris post Methodist Church, Rev. C. A. Brooks, Pastoi
office July 30, 1900:
Preaching service, 10 JO A. M.; Sabbath School )
12K)0 M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7 00 P.M.
Mrs. Mabelle Sawyer.
prayer
meeting, Tuesday evening; class meetlni
S. f. Davis, Poetuiaater.
Friday evening. Epworth League, Sunda' I
Tbe Ladies' Aid of the Methodist evening, β .-00 P. M. Bev. E. S.
Cotton, Pastoi
Baptist Church,
church will meet with Mrs. Giles on Preaching service, 10:30 A. M.; Sabb >th School ■
Gothic Street next Wednesday evening. 12 00 M. ; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening 7 Ρ
7 :#>.
They will have a food sale at the church M., Wednesday evening,
êTATÏD MKKTIMOS.
Friday at 3 p. u.
N. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge
!
Quite a delegation of the business men No.MA.
19, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on α
of Canton were in town Saturday to at- before full moon. Oxford Boyal Arch Chapter
:
on
ο
tend the first meeting of creditors in No. 29, assembles Wednesday Evening,
Oxford Council, B. À S. M. >
the Blanchard case, before Walter L. before full moon.
Oxford
full
moon.
Lodge
after
Friday evening,
!
Gray, referee in bankruptcy.
No. I, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening afte:

Miss Blanche Lane has returned from
a week's outing at the cottage of J. H.
Little on t'asco Bay.
A few friends visited Miss Jane Shill-

ings last Saturday night, leaving useful
tokens of appieciation.
Mr. Jason Smith and Miss Myrtle £.
Coffren were married by Kev. H. A.
Clifford Saturday evening.

Mr. and Mrs. Winslow Barbour of
Portland visited Mrs. Barbour's sister,
Mrs. J. A. Lovejoy, last week.
W. O. Clark, who has been seriously
ill for some weeks and confined to the
house, is so he is on the street again.

There were over thirty-five persons
The Poland camp meeting opens Aug.
evening.
1«S and closes Aug. 27.
Rev. Bowley present at the grove meeting near Aaron
Kev. J. Wallace Chesbro,
« bureh,
Hai'tUt
Green will assist fora week after Aug. Corbett's on Sunday. Mrs. Corbett was
on sundav. preechlng service I0:4."> ».
.silt St hool 12 v.; T. P. S. C. Κ ,6:4Λ p. 20.
-a
kindly assisted to attend the service, a
*
even:*>
u.
P.
7
; Wednesday
Μ
prayer meeting
privilege she has not had in recent years.
All are
7
Seat* free.
and
Louis Clark, Howard Maxim
ing ι rayer service
BOL8TKB DISTRICT.
wetcon·.
in
a
have
been
Easson
carapiug
Ralph
I'ulver-allst Church, Kev. J. H. Little, Pastor
tent at Gibson's Grove for the past few
at 10:45 a. m
Mrs. F. K. Witham recently returned
Krea· alng service every Sunday
Evening service, 7 days.
Sut day school at 12 u.
from a week's
at Yarmouth.
S. Barry Ijocke of West Paris and
Harry M. Wheeler left Saturday for ten
Lodge, No. 94. Ketrular
days' camping at Shagg Pond in Woodfaceting Tuesday evening on or before fullinoon.
1.1», o. IT.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular meet- stock.
wee·.—Aurora
each
of
evening
In. β. Thursday
Mrs. J. U. Little is getting slowly over
Kii.-.iuH'ment.'tlrst and thirl Monday evenings
Slio is
ut
her rheumatic
trouble.
of κ»» li month.
No.
Kebekah
Pleasan·
Lodge,
—Mount
1> ..f K.
Harpswell, where the family will remain
or each
jo meets second and fourth Friday*
STATKD

,*

►

A

MKKTI.NUS.

M.— Pari·

lij.'.ntti

In 'Md Fellows' Hall.
K.—W. K. Kimball Post, No. 14s, meet*
t,. \
! third Saturday evenings of each
st
dr-t
It. Hall.
uj .utii. In I·· Λ,
K. Kimball Kellef Corps meets llrst
Win
of each month. In
lt; ι uilrd Saturday evenings
Κ ief Corps Hall.
from
May 1 to Oct. 1,
Η.—Paris
if
Grange,
Γ
Saturday; during the
m.et» flrxt and third
il·. 1er of the year, meets every Saturday, In

through August.

Mrs. Harry H. Tolls and Mrs. William
Putnam of Brockton, Mass., and Mrs.
Charles Giles of North Wayne were
guests at George M. Giles' a few days
last week.

Mrs. T. J. Ramsdell of Caribou, who
tint η «re Hall.
has been in the hospital at Portland,
1.11 U.C.—Second and fourth Mondays of
came here from that place Friday, and
ta, ι· month.
s
Κ. ι». P.—stony Brook Lodge, No. lsl, is with her sister, Mrs. M. L. Noyes, for
evenings
fourth
Weduesday
Hi
κ Ml ··ΐι·I and
the present.
of irk month.
■t I'.—Ilamlln Lodge, No. 31, meets every
During the month of August the post
rr ay evening ut Pythian Hall.
office address of Rev. J. II. Little and
a
is
work
at
J.
Record
building
Kruest
family will be Ilarpswell Center, Me.,
Box ·">·"), and the telephoue call Harpshouse iu Lewistnn.
well Center.
Mis» Gilbert of Lewiston is the guest
r,f Miss Carrie Gray.
I)r. W. S. Everett of Xewton, Mass.,
of llyde Park, visited at John
Frank K. Dunham is visiting formerly
Mt>
Bennett's
last week. He waa Mr. Benfriends in Herlin. X. H.
nett's family physician for forty years,
M "S Auna Turtle of Kumford bas been and a much respected friend.
t!.f «est of friends here for a few days.
Capt. F. C. Tribou, who has recently
Miss Gertrude Hall visited Mrs. Ar- purchased a cottage on Pennesseewaslast
few
a
Bucktield
in
days
th.ir s. Hall
see Lake, is having an eighteen-foot
week.
launch built at Bath, to be fitted with a
motor, for use on the lake.
gasoline
the
has
been
of
Auburn
Mrs. Hayes
Fifteen of the neighbors on Myrtle
flies' <·ί her daughter, Mrs. Alton C.
Street enjoyed a picnic at Penley's Grove
Wheeler, for a few days.
A supply of ice cream was
Mon. P. P. Uilmore of Bucksport was Thursday.
Mr. Gilmore is taken along with the other refreshment,
at > tth Paris Friday.
and a delightful day was passed in that
a andidate for election as state treasurbeautiful spot.
the next
r>

•

■

■

by

er

Mis·»

legislature.

May Maxim of Cambridge, Mass.,

it in town, and has her art exhibition
made in
<
pen. of whi.-h mention was
the Democrat last week, at B. J. Turner's
on Hill Street.

'! h·· family of U.G. Wheeler of Everett,
Mats are with the family of his brother,
Γ. Κ Wheeler. Mr. Wheeler himself,
wh is attending the summer school at
Harvard, will come later.

The work of drilling a well at the MaManufacturing Co.'s plant was
finished last week, a good supply of
The drill was
water being obtained.
put down 11"> feet, about sixty feet of
which is in granite ledge.

son

Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Dorr and son of
Mexico visited in town the first of last
week. Later Mr. and Mrs. Dorr went
to Lewiston, where Mrs. Dorr entered
the hospital for a surgical operation.
The son meanwhile remains here.

Λ Dew sign was put up at Hotel Andrews Thursday. It stands on the pia/.za
A Democrat man took a walk about
;unl is of large moulded letters on
and diemetal lattice work, the village the other evening,
a Ui« kground of
It was tovered a place within the limits of the
it ι.» k π «τ a very attractive sign.
where he couldn't
done by the l'aris Advertising Co. Mrs. village corporation
hear a phonograph. This may seem like
vt. »w
IVs that if she had remembered
stiff statement, but it can be
she would have deferred putting up the a pretty
proved.
in·λ Mga until the 2d of August, as that
will be the twentieth anniversary of her
At the missionary food sale at the
Methodist church last Friday $5.75 waB
idling in as mistress of the house.
Three dollars besides was
Mi>s Susie M. Wheeler of this place, received.
in to Mrs. Clifford by friends
wli was for some time a very successful handed
interested in the cause. The committee
tea- a-r in the South l'aris schools, and
in charge beg to thank all the ladies who
f r the past year has been teaching at
assisted.
N orway, has been elected to a position so kindly
m : he Cutler school in Portland for the
I)r. King of Portland has purchased
coining year, with a salary of $470. Miss the farm of A. L. Iloliues, about three
Wheeler's friends are extending their miles south of the village, on the East
congratulations to her, although they Oxford road. It is not known whether
an n<>t help feeliug sorry that the prolie desires it simply as a summer home,
motion will take her away from the or whether, as is thought possible, he
town.
may have some larger plan.
Mrs. K. L. Brackett of Belfast, secretary of the Children's Aid Society of
Maine, was in towu Wednesday, coming
to West l'aris to leave for adoption a
little girl from the home in Belfast. This
«ι rthy organization has since its formation placed for adoption about three
hundred girls, and has taken care of a
large number who would otherwise have
been public wards and inmates of the
ρ irhouses, reformatories or other public institutions.
>

Charles S. Stuart, who took the examination before the state board of deutal
examiners a few weeks since, has been
notified that lie passed, so that he is now
legally qualified to practice dentistry iu
this state. He has another year in Tufts
Deutal College, and will complete the
course.

Mrs. ('. A. Record, Mrs. Clarence G.
Morton, and Misses Isabel Morton, Ethel
Crockett, Flora Murch and Ethel Merritt
went Saturday to Camp Concord for a
few days' stay. Mrs. A. T. Forbes and
Miss Hattie Hooper, who were with the
party there for twelve days, have returned home.

full

moon.

Republican Party.

of the

CONVENTION

OF

FIFTY-THREE

YEARS AGO.

convention to terre m
tee (or the year:

Bethel,

IMac Grou, Tuner,
Kbeneter B. Holme·, Oxford,
Isaac N. Stanley, Mexico,
W. L. Bryant, Lovel).

Hiram, Maine.

Editor Democrat:
I remember in my boyhood the fact of
my arriving at the district school house,
and seeing a large political poster in
large letters and striking language, calling on the loyal Democracy to assemble
at the county seat, "and place the sea)
of condemnation on those who are resolved to rule or rujn the Democrat
party." This sentence I remember after
the lapse of fifty-two years. It was undoubtedly from the trenchant pen of
Gen. John J. Perry, and this Convention, thus called and held, resulted in
the formation of the Republican party,
at least in Oxford County. I deem it
opportune, at this time, to ask if you

will kindly publish a report of the proceedings of that convention, if a record

Norway Water Co. of Norway, Ma.
First Mortgage Four per cent twentyyear bonds In 1100 and 9600 piece·.

R. 8. Stevens of Sooth Pari*,
Jeremiah Howe, Norway,
Almon Twitchell,

And the following
Committee:

u

Price 101.

For Sale at Norway Natloaal Baak.

Congressiona

John J. Penr of
C. A. Kimball of

Oxford,
Bnmford,
Sidney Perham of Woodstock,
America Farrar of Buckfleld,
John Monroe of Llvermore.

In Odd Fnllows'

Wlldey Encampment,

thirda of a column of the Democrat
They congratulate the country on th<
election of Franklin Pierce to the preal·
dency; condemn the action of the Ban
got convention which nominated Pill»
bury; endorse the candidacy of Mr

ing, Ac., done in firit-clau manner.
H. W. STARBIRO,
South Pari·, Me.
Market Square,

Α

F. Farnuin, 2 b
W. Farnuiu. Lf.
Rowe, 3-b
Shaw, 1-b

Day, e.s
Emery, c
Billing», c.f

J. Farnum, ρ
D. Hayes, r.f

Η.
4
4
3
4
4
S
S
3
2

Η II.

0
1
1
1
0
0
10
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3

2

34

Total»

Κ.

'Day out, hit by batted ball.
Score by Inning».

24

6

1 020

ο

020 x-5

3

7

2

9-Total.

5

2

8

11

4

1

Ratlcllffe

P.O. Α. Κ.
0
2
4
ο
ο
ο
1
1
3
820
0
0
2
0
2
7
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
0
2

Bryant'» Pond, ..2 00000000-2

Karne.l rune, Railcllffe 3. Two-basehlt, Day.
Stolen bases,
SecrlUce hlte, Jordan, RoweLeonard, cole 2. Mulvey. Flret bene on ball»,
1.
Struck
out, by
J.
Faruum
off Pierce 1; off
Pierce 4 ; by J. Farnum 7. Left on baeee, RedDouble
3.
Day to
Pond
plar.
c'lffe7; Bryaut'»
Hit by pitched ball, by
Shaw to F. Farnuin.
Umpire, Wheeler.
Pierce 1; by J. Farnum 1.
Scorer. Thaver.

of the Baptist Association.
Λ book just published which is a valuable contribution to one branch of local
hietory is the history of the Oxford
Baptist Association. The book is compiled and edited by Deacon Oeorge B.
Crockett of the South Paris Baptist
church. It had its origin in an historical
sketch of the association by Deacon
Crockett read at the annual meeting in
The paper
Turner in October, 1003.
was of so much interest that It was voted to have it printed, together with historical sketches of the several churches
which make up the association. The
work of preparing these sketches of the
individual churches has been done mainly, though not entirely, by some one
selected in each of the churches.
The book complete gives the history
of twenty-one churches, a sketch of Hebron Academy, a history of the Association, and an abstract of association statistics, complete from the organization
in 1820 to 1003. It is illustrated with
of most of the meeting

History

engravings
houses occupied by the several churches,
and portraits of the editor and a numofficers of the

Dr. and Mrs. A. N. Witham of Westbrook were in town a few days to visit
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Witham,
coming with their automobile.
George R. Howe returned to Norway
the first of last week from an extended
prospecting trip in Greenwood.
Committees have been appointed to
make arrangements for the third annual
reunion of the Norway Lake school,
which will be held Wednesday, Aug.
2 2d.
Miss Agnes E. Sanborn, who has been
teaching in the Butler school in Portland, has resigned that poeition, and hat
been chosen to a good position in s
school in Massachusetts.
The funeral of Harry E. Fuller wîu
held Tuesday afternoon, attended bj
Kev. S. G. Davie. The Knights of the
Golden Eagle attended in a body. The
number of Mr. Puller's friends was testified by the great quantity of fiowen
contributed by them, such a profusiot
of them as is rarely seen.
The engagement is announced of Misf
Mary Ë. Jones of Boston, well known in
Norway and who has spent much tim<
here since childhood to Henry C. Met·
calf, professor of political science al
Tufts College.
Mr. and Mrs. V. W. Hills made at
automobile tour last week to their for
mer home in Waldoboro.
The Universaliet Sunday School wil
have its annual picnic at Gibson's Grovi
Thursday of this week.
Mrs. G. F. Stone is visiting hei
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John P. Rice, ii

Waterford.
Miss May

is visiting hei
mother in Whitefield, Ν. H.
The Norway Water Co. will refunc
their five per cents bonds, which com<
due Sept. 1st, to the amount of $50,000
with four per cents, in blocks of $500 an<
$100. The new bonds are on sale at thi
Norway National Bank, at 101.
Judge H. C. Davis of the Norway
Municipal Court is oonfined to the hous

Colbath

with rheumatism.
ber of prominent past
A blaze started in the cutting room ο
association, in all it contains about 200
a valuable hietory of the the shoe factory Sunday morning abou
ia
and
pages,
their
of
9 o'clook, but the automatic sprinkler
Baptists from the beginning
took care of it, so that though the alarn
work in this section of the state.
cloth
in
Is
book
91.00
was given and the fire department oalle<
The price of the
be
to we
It can
covers, or 75 cents in psper.
out, it was not necessarv for them
George their hose. This is the second tim
procured of the editor, Deacon
B. Crockett, South Pari·, or of Rev. S. recently that the sprinklers have demoi
strated their value. The damage is no
S. Cotton, Norway.

A mammoth potato storage building,
1500 feet long, and oovering four acrei
of ground, is to be erected at Cape Jelliported.
the toads, thi 1 son, a terminus of the Northern Main*
including
socis
menagerie,
hammocks,
-1
sets,
tishing, croquet
R. R.
and the tin lion, waa ai >
bility, etc. The sky wm overcast mos t grasshoppers The most thrilling acti ι Seaport
of the day, without showers, and th β large as life.
The Maine Pharmaceutical Associatioi
the gap on a bicycle, wbicl 1
weather waa satisfactory to everybody : were leaping
Haroh I issue· a well worded address to the pub
times
by
wm
several
repeated
no
difficult
tind
f
The children seamed to
to dis
the loop by Wlllii > lie, asking for druggists the right
in keeping themselves amused, and a 1 ; Merrill, and looping
alooholic liquors in cases where il :
Neither resulted fatally
an 1 Fro thing ham.
pense
tirat-class
time,
It
a
pronounced
Is neœsaary, as a medicine.
still lhr·.
, and both boys
want to

great.

DO NOT NEGLECT YOUR BOWELi
froi
Many serious diseases arise
neglect of the bowels. Chamberlain1
Stomach and Liver Tablets are a pleai
ant and agreeable laxative. They ii
tli
vigorate the liver and regulate
bowels. For sal· by Shurtleff Λ Co
Oxforc
Sooth Paris; Jone· Drag Store,
Noyau Drag Store, Norway.

With this somewhat lengthy even if
unsatisfactory introduction, we get down

to the convention itself which is the subject of this article. A report of it
furnished by the secretaries is published
by the Democrat, and in its introduction
tb$ paper says : "We have no room for
comments. We can only say that the
Convention was composed of the most
tried and faithful Democrats in the

In Norway, July 23, Harry E. Fuller, aged 2S
years.
In Austin, Mian., July 16, Mrs. Hannah Β
(Crockett) Noble, formerly of Norway, aged 81
years, 2 month·, 16 day·.
In Norway, July 22, Sarah G. Brown, aged 84
year·, 8 months, 25 day·.

XjOST.

Between South Paris and West
Paris, a black silk umbrella with
silver handle, having the initials, J,
With one exception, every
County.
H. P. Will finder please leave al
town in the County was represented.
Democral
The ticket for Couuty and Senatorial West Paris post office or

officers is one of the best that could have office.
It is a pillar of
been nominated.

strength."

It is to be regretted that a list of the
delegates doe· not appear in the report,
and that all we know of its membership
is its officers and committees. Isaac
Ο rose of Turner was chairman, R. A.
Chapman of Bethel and A. Cutter of
Lovell vice-presidents, John Monroe of
Livermore and Alden Chase of Wood-

stock secretaries.

reported the
posed of—

The committee which

list of

delegates

was com-

Cholera Jlorbus

of

The committee on
made up of—

resolutions

Messrs. Bray of Turner, Stevens of
Paris and Leavitt of Brownfleld were
made a committee to receive, sort and
count votes for two candidates for senator, and reported the following as the result of the two ballots respectively:
78
Whole number of vote·
40
Necessary to a choice
74
Job Prince of Turner,
4

Scattering

number of votes
Necessary to a choice,
Hiram Hubbard,
James Β or bank
Whole

70
16

M
44

Messrs. Walker of Rumford, Fuller of
Turner and Blake of Oilead wereapto canvass the vote for oandl·
ate for Count} Commissioner, and re-

Sointed
ported :

Whole number of votes,
J. H. Farnum
J. L. Chapman,

54
9
3
1

John Brown

Scattering

β

For County Treasurer the same com
mittee reported the vote aa follows:

Whole number of vote·,
B. 8. Sieve··,

were

and birch

saws

wages

06
S

chosen

61

for immediate wear,

per

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
a

Carpenters Wanted.

Gown
Pretty Muslin
few
it for

If You Need

yard.

we

have the muslin to make

pennies

a

THE BALANCE OF OUR CHILDREN'S DRESSES have had
marked on them. Just look them over and see if you can-

closing price

not use one or more.

We almost forgot our SILK SHIRT WAIST SUITS. You
eholoe for $9.00. Were $12, $14, and $16.
your
Ten first-class carpenters wanted
These are a few of the BARGAINS—we have more.
at once.
Mason Manufacturing Co.
South Paris.

Yours

Don't pass them.

em

have

Truly,

a a <t z. s. PRINCE,
NORWAY, MAINE.

An
Inveterate
Drinker

Clearance Suit Sale.

says that he can get
the best glass of

w

ΓΕ otter the balance of

Brooks'.
in the Moxie,

Moxie at
It's not

There's

suits this

a reason.

Pharmacist.

permanent shape.

snapped

Office, South Pari·.

THE
THE
THE
THE
THE

::

up.

come

::

::

::

$18.00 SUITS ARE NOW $12.00
$15.00 SUITS ARE NOW *12.00
$13.50 SUITS ARE NOW $10.00

112.00 SUITS ARE NOW $10.00
« 7.50
$10.00 SUITS ARE NOW
OQote

FOSTER,

B.

Η.

before the

at once

::

Lot of Μ·γΓ· »1
Fency Shirt· for

NORWAY,

the Powder House on Crocker Hill,
Paris.
WALTER L. GRAY,

MAINE.

Attorney, j

1906.

Brings to you a saving of
33 per cent to 50 per cent.

REDUCING STOCK

Harness,

Odd lots of all spring and summer goods must go regardless of
here.
Just a few of the many bargains are mentioned

Robes and

Blankets,

and all kinds of supplies for
horse and stable of

Frothingham,

South Paris.

STATE OF MAINE.
OXFORD,

Better

1

for the arrest and conviction of the person who broke into

W. 0.

new

cloth

paid

13,

All

hair-

REWARD

July

prices.

reduced

them

$100

will be

greatly

The newest shades of gray in many

qualities. All the coats are made with
and thoroughly shrunken canvas front, giving

best is

Next to Poet

season.

different
a

BROOKS—The

SUITS at

MEN'S SUMMER

our

hs.

Snpreme Judicial Court In Knultv.
July 12, 19·*).
C. L. ANDBEWS

Coats and

Suite at One-Half Price.

Ladies' Mohair Skirts,
Ladies' Wool Dress Skirts,

$2.98 kind

Children's Gingham Dresses,
Children's Madras Dresses,

$2..">0 kind (or $1.50
for $0.98 and $1.98
$1.25 kind for $0.98
$1.75 kind for $1.19
$4.50 kind for $3.50

Misses' Muslin Dresses
Ladies' Silk Shirt Waist Suits
Ladies' Silk Shirt Waist Suits,

Colored Dress Muslins,
Colored Dress Muslins,

price.

$12.00 kind for $9.50

$13.50 kind for $10.00
12 l-2c. kind for 8c.
20c. kind for 19c.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
day afternoon.

During July and August

our store closes every Fri-

T·.

HAINE H POOL AND WOOD TLKNI.N'U COMl'ANV.
of
C. L. Andrew· of Augusta In the County
Kcnnebec ami Suite of Maine complains againsta
Com
pan?,
the Maine Spool and Wood Turning
by law and located at
corporation duly existing
the town of Dlxfleld, Oxford Countv. and says,
(1) The plaintiff le Clerk of said Maine Spool
and Wood Turning Company.
of said
(2) At a meeting of the stockholders
called therefor, and held at
corporation legally
of
l'JOe,
twelfth
July,
day
etld Augusta on the
the stockholder· voted to dissolve said

corpora-1

tlon.

existing assets of said corporation to be distributed, and no liabilities.
Therefore plaintiff pray·,—
be
(1) That said defendant corporation may
dIgHolred and terminated.
have such other
the
That
plaintiff
may
(2)
of the case
(3) There

Norway, Maine

are no

and further relief

as

the need

may

F.

A.

require.
be
1
(3) And that such notice of this bill mar
as the Court
I given to the defendant corporation
to
Issue.
lit
see
may
C. L. ANDREWS.
STATE OK MAINE.
July 12, 1906.
KENKBEC, 8H.
Then personally appeared C. L. Andrew» and
and

made oath that he has read the above bill
same Is
knows the contents thereof, and that the
matter·
true of hla own knowledge, except the
as
that
and
belief;
stated to be on Information
to those matter· lie believe· them to be true.

Before

me

ANNIE WINTEB.
Authorized to Administer Oaths, Ac.
Heath & Andrews, Complainant's Solicitor·.

complaint

It 1· ordered
On the foregoing bill of
that notice of the pendency thereof be given by
bill
aforesaid
publishing an attested cony of the
weeks
and this order of notice thereof for three
newsa
Democrat,
Oxford
successively In the
the last publicapaper published In South Paris,
tion to be at leaat fourteen days before Monday
time
the twentieth day of August, 1906, at which
the court
there will be a bearing oa aald bill at
M.
A.
o'clock
ten
at
Part·
house at said 8outh

A.M. SPEAR.
Court.

A true copy
Attest

F.

BBUBTLEFF * CO.

A.

UBITBTLEFF * CO.

Toilet Goods
For the summer season.

Whatever you need we can

supply

you.

TOILET ARTICLES. Creams, lotions, pastes, powders, soaps, brushes,
Ac. Our stock is complete.
sponges, batb goods, tooth preparations,
all
PERFUMES. The most delightful of toilet water» and perfumes
odors and sizes.
skin irritaBY-LO TALCUM POWDER. Speedily relieves summer
soft, delitions, nettle rash, prickly heat, &c. An extremely One, can. Other
large
cately scented toilet powder. Very soothing—25c.,
at the PharmaTalcum Powders, 10, 13, 25 and SO cents a package
cies of
—

F.

Justice 8. J.

of bill and order thereon.

CHARLES F. WHITMAN,
Clerk.

A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
2 Stores, I Ïmfa""' I Maine.
SUMMER STORE—PARIS HILL.

F.

A.

F.

«HVBTLEFF * CO.

A.

SHFBTLEFF * CO.

running dowel machines
will find steady employment and

experienced

in

by applying to

at

was

Perry of Oxfonl,
Drew of Turner,
Twltcliell of Bethel,
Walker of Rumford,
Swan of Newry,
Karrlngton of Stow,
HI ρ ley of Parla.

Scattering,
The following

by

Men Wanted.

Men

good

BALSAM

"raws'

C. B. CUriMINGS & SONS,

Kumfonl,
Wm. B. Bray of Turner.
Noah Prince of Buckfleld,
A lmon TwIU hell Of Bethel,
Thomas Karrlngton of Slow.

Knapp

WHITE ETON SUITS, were $4.50 and $5.00, now *3.50
now 2.50
WHITE COTTON SKIRTS, were $3.25,
now 3.50
ONE WHITE LINEN SKIBT, vu *5.00,
TWO WHITE LINEN SKIRTS, were 14.00, now 3.00

T.

"regular'1

Higgins Beach.

We must have space for new
goods soon to arrive and consequently shall close our summer
goods at very low prices.

Lady'· gold watch and chain, between
ALL SPRING SUITS AND JACKETS atjutt half price. This
depot ana Market Square, South Pari·,
foi
been
nominated
had
who
to get a suit for September and October wear at a
Morrill,
Monday, July 23. If found, return and gives a fine opportunity
governor by the maaa convention a fen be rewarded.
low price.
very
days earlier; and give an expression or
MRS. J. R. WHITMAN,
A peculiar featun
some minor matters.
WE STILL HAVE LEFT A FEW BLUE DUCK SKIRTS, in
Over Mrs. Howe's Millinery Store.
of them is that they declare in favor ol
small sizes for 50 cents each. Just the thing for mornings. We also have
biennial elections, biennial eeeaions ol
a few BROWN LINENS that we are selling for half price.
the legislature limited to sixty days it
execu·
of
the
ARNOLD'S
length, and the abolishment
tive council. A portion of these change!
a

]

|

SHOP.

BARBER

Having bought out the bnaineu of
Guy Buck, I am ready for your patronage. Shaving, hair cutting, ibampoo-

The reaolatlona adopted occupy two-

BARGAINS.

BONDS FOR SALE.

County Commit

1.0.0. P.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meetlni 1 of it is extant, if not will not Ex-GovHall, every Tuesday Evening
Park give his
No. 21, meets In Οαί i ernor Per ham or Henry W.
recollections of it? It would be interestFellows' Ha:l, second and fourth Friday Even
Rebekah
Mt.
month.
Lodge
of
each
Hope
Inge
ing to know how many persons are now were effected a quarter of a centurj
No. 98, meets on first and third Friday of eacl ;
living who participated in its delibera- later, but some of them have not come
month.
K. of P.—Recular meeting In Hathaway Bloc!
tions, and their present location, and
yet.
every Thursdav Evening, U. B., A. O. Noyei 1 political affiliations.
At different times in the course of the
eacl
of
third
meets
No.
Friday
12,
Division,
Llewellyn A. Wadsworth.
month. Lake Assembly, No. S3, P. S., seconc
convention it is recorded that interest
outing
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
ing, appropriate and enthusiastic reP. of H.—Norway Grange meets second anc
Mrs. Teresa Grover is spending a few
marks were made by Mr. Perham oi
fourth Saturdays of each month at Orange Hall
weeks with her sister, Mrs. Ε. E. ChapIt
ti. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. 64, meets
We are inclined to think that while Woodatock, John J. Perry of Oxford,
New (». A. H. Hall on the first Tuesday Evening
man.
our correspondent's memory is good as Mr. Ludden of Turner, Brown of Paria,
of each month.
to the wording of the poster, it has slip- and Monroe of Livermore.
W. R. C.-Moets In New G. A. R. Hall, Mon
A. B. Talbot and A. O. Wheeler went
This summarizes the report of this
one cog as to the time of it, as it
on Streaked Mountain last Saturday and day evening.
ped
lr
meets
Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177,
was in 1853 that the county convention notable convention, aa given in the Oxreturned with a tine lot of blueberries.
New Ο. Λ.Κ. Hall, on the first and third Wed
ford Democrat of Aug. 19, 1853. So far
to which he probably refers was held.
nes<lay evenings of each month.
Mrs. William Merriam of South Acton,
O. U. A. M.— Norway and South Paris Council
The political atmosphere in Maine was as the Democrat knows, the only person
A.
R.
Hall
at
G.
meets
every
Tuesdaj
No.
and
Mrs.
10,
Philip Mason, recontly
Mass.,
getting decidedly sultry about that time, mentioned in it who is now living is Exvisited their sister, Mrs. A. O. Wheeler. evening.
Paris
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meeti as is disclosed by an examination of the Governor Sidney Perham, now of
of
eacl
and fourth Wednesday evenings
files of the Oxford Democrat. From Hill. The part which ho has had in the
Henry Pratt of Orange, X. J., who has second
month.
its
had
which
origin
passed a few weeks at the home of his U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247, five to eight columns of the Democrat history of the party
is
aunt, Mrs. W. H. Swett, has gone to New meets second and fourth Thursday evenings oi each week was devoted to political edi- in those troublous political times,
The
known.
month
of
each
well
and
most
party has
torials and communications,
generally
York where he has employment.
In
meets
No.
2,
Ryer.
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle,
it was emphatically "hot stuff," such as since that time honored him with imson hall, every Thursday evening, September to
in the state and nation,
(iood Shooting by Co. D Team.
May, first and third Thursday evenings, May to would find little favor in even the most portant positions
and he has honored the party in them
September.
stronuous of modern campaigns.
While the boys of Co. D have not been
Without going too much into the po- all.
Rev. C. K. Tenney and family of Autaking first in everything in the rifle
litical history of the time, which it
shoot at Wakefield, Mass., during the burn are spending their vacation at F.
might be difficult to give with accuracy MODEST CLAIMS OFTEN CARRY
past week, they have been giving a good A. Danforth's.
and fullness, it inay be said that the split
THE MOST CONVICTION.
The weather
account of themselves.
The store formerly occupied by Mrs.
in the Democratic party began in 1852,
has not been particularly favorable for I,unt is to be occupied by the Democrats
When Maxim, the famous gun inover the action of Governor John Hubhigh scores, wind interfering more or of Norway as a club room during the bard on the
ventor, placed his gun before a comliquor law. After the re- mittee of judges, be stated its carrying
less with tbe shootiug.
campaign.
a
Hubbard
nomination of Governor
by
In the first company team match, which
Lee M. Smith and family are spending
power to be much below what he felt
convention in that year, a sure
the gun would accomplish. The
was for the trophy of the First Corps a vacatiou of two weeks at the Green legislative
was held in
convention
state
Democratic
result of the trial was therefore a great
Cadets of Massachusetts, Co. D won Dragon in Oxford.
Hon.
over
Virgil
by
Portland, presided
over twenty competitors, having a score
Dr. and Mrs. H. II. Ne vers, Miss Etta
surprise, instead of disappointment.
D. Parris, and Anson G. Chandler was
of 312 against 302 for the two nearest Nevere, and Mrs. A. J. Nevers are occuIt is the same with the manufacturers of
as an anti-Maiue-law candinominated
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrivals. The scoies in this match are as pying a cottage at Old Orchard for two
date. There was no choice, and William
rhoea Remedy. They do not publicly
follows:
weeks.
G. Crosby, the Whig candidate, was
boast of all this remedy will accomplish,
500
200
Mrs. H. L. Bartlett and children are
in
the
chosen governor by a combination
Yanlt*. Total.
YanU.
but prefer to let the users make the
her mother, Mrs. Stearns, at
visiting
65
34
Ser|{t. W. P. Miroton,....31
legislature.
statements. What they do claim, is that
61 Lovell, for a few weeks.
30
31
Sergt. C. A. Mawton
In 1853 the "regular" Democratic
64
33
31
evening at Beat's Hotel was state convention was held in Bangor, it will positively cure diarrhtea, dysenTuesday
Corp. Ci. T. Tubbe,
57
28
29
Capt J. W. Naoh
the banquet resulting from the and Albert
tery, pains in the stomach and bowels
65 given
34
31
Lieut. M. P. Stllee,
Pillsbury was nominated for and bas never been known to fail. For
ball game of the 13th between the Proa
of
4th
the
On
August
The governor.
sale by F. A. Sburtleff & Co., South
312 fessionals and the Shoe Foremen.
151·
153
mase stato convention was
and con- Democratic
Jones Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes
The second company match, which Shoe Foremen lost the game,
Lot M. Morrill Paris;
and
in
held
Portland,
the banquet.
was for the trophy offered by Co. D it- sequently bad to put up
The or- Drug Store, Norway.
was nominated for governor.
Woodman's best,
self, was lost. In seventeen competing It was one of Landlord
formed at that convention
Various sections of Maine were visited
Twenty-eight ganization
teams Co. I) was ninth, with a score of and was done in style.
was perpetuated, and later became tbe
one of the heaviest thunder showere
by
It was were seated at the tables. There were
290 against 300 for the winner.
of
of tbe state
ever known in the afternoon of Saturday,
ban. Republican organization
the second team from Co. D which shot no formal speeches, but after the
this
convention
call for
the 21st. Several sets of farm buildings
made to the Maine. The
in this match, the first team being barred quet an adjournment was
was signed by Noah Prince as chairman
and other damage was done
parlor, where the guests were entertain- of the state committee, and read as fol- were burned roads were
by having won the other match.
washed and
and L. B.
by lightning,
In two regimental team matches the ed with singing by Mr. Tower
lows:
ITona of Pnpflanrl
crops damaged by the excessive downFirst Maine fell down only before the
MASS STATE CONVENTION.
DEMOCRATIC
pour.
The business men and clerks have
crack Sixth Massachusetts, being second
The Democratic Republican· of the 8tate of
to a game
to that team in both matches, with a challenged the Professionals
who are In favor of «detaining and perMaine,
The Professionals are some- petuating the principles of Democracy ae ex- BOWEL COMPLAINT IN CHILDREN.
score in one of 4S0 against 511 for the of ball.
some of their men plained and administered by Jefferson and
During the summer months children
winners, and in the other 274 against a what handicapped by
Jackson, and who are opposed to the disgrace- are
was being out of town and other reasons,
Lieut.
Stiles
subject to disorders of the bowels
of
270.
score
ful, unjust, and unjustifiable proceedings of the
winning
off
is
come
will
Albert
which should receive careful attention
recent Bangor Convention, at which
one of the high individual scores in these and whether the game
Plllsbury was nominated for Governor, are as soon as the "first unnatural looseness
matches, and Corp. Tubbs was high man not yet known.
notllled to meet In mass convention in
of the bowels appears. The best mediThe Baptist Sunday School had its hereby
in one of them.
the City Hall, In Portland, on Thursday the 4th
is
Central
at
Park,
annual
Tuesday,
of
August next, at 10 o'clock in the fore- cine in use for bowel complaint
picnic
day
In the interstate championship shoot
much.
noon, to nominate a candidate for Governor, to Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and DiarMassachusetts also won, the total scores and enjoyed the day very
next
the
ensuing
at
be supported
September
as it promptly controls
Rev. B. S. Rideout and family will election;
and to transact all other business rhœa Remedy
being, Massachusetts 3208, Maine 3040,
the sea which the exigencies of the times shall require. any unnatural looseness of the bowele.
Rhode Island 2842, New Hampshire 2607. spend part of their vacation at
at
a
vote
passed
it at Mr. Rideout's
This call Is made agreeably to
For sale by Shurtleff Λ Co., South Paris;
The shots were slow fire at 200, 000, 800 shore and part of
a meeMng of the Democratic Republicans, assemJones Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes Drug
and 1000 yards, rapid fire at 200, and a former home in Garland.
bled from different parts of the state, and holden
his
from
returned
has
Inst.—at
S. D. Andrews
at Portland, on the eolith day of July,
Massachusetts led at
Store, Norway.
skirmish run.
which meeting a Democratic State Committee
each range except the 1000 yards, in trip to the West.
an was chosen for this purpose.
have
will
Dr.
Rebekah
Glasses on weekly payments.
Mt.
Lodge
Hope
which Maine was ahead. The weather
Uy order of said Democratic State Com.,
Gibson's Grove ThursNoah Prince, Chairman.
Parmenter. Read my ad.
and wind were not favorable to good all-day picnic at
shooting during a part of this match. day, Aug. 9.
This call was first published in the
▲ Certain Care for Aching Feet.
Col. F. R. Taylor has returned to NorNTash, Stiles, Daughraty, Leavitt, Tubbs,
and really marks the
winter in Port- Oxford Democrat,
Allen's Foot-Ease, a powder; cures Tired,
the
after
from
spending
way
A.
and
C.
Marston,
YV. P. Marston
of the Republican party of Aching, Sweating, Swollen feet. Sample sent
beginnings
Co. D, made seven of the twelve men in land, Boston and Washington.
FKK.K, also «ample of Foot-Ease Sanitary
Maine.
The Methodists picknicked at Gibson's
the state team.
state Cokn-Pad, a new Invention. Address, Allen S.
Two weeks before the
the 21st, and got the
Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. T.
The grand aggregate medal was award- Grove Saturday,
nominated Pillsbury,
shower of that convention which
ed to Lieut. Moses P. Stiles, who had I full benefit of the big
on the 17th of June, 1853, the Democrat
Mother Grty'i Swtet Powder» for Children,
the highest aggregate score in the sev- afternoon.
first
the
contained
publication of the Successfully used by Mother Gray, nurse In the
Several trees were struck about the
eral contests.
is
which
Home In New York, Cure Feverlsbconvention
Children's
that
call
for
county
village during the shower of the 21st,
ness, Bad Stomach, Teething Disorders, move
undoubtedly the one referred to by our and
ttic Bowele and Destroy Worms.
Base Ball.
regulate
and Miss Evelyn Hazen, daughter of
and which was the be- Over 30,000 testimonial·. They never fail. At all
John Hazen, near whose house a tree correspondent,
of Ox- druggist·, 25c. Sample FREE. Address, Allen
the
of
party
Republican
ginning
reBoon
was struck, was prostrated, but
η. Y.
RADCLIFFK 5; BKYANT'B POND 2.
ford County. The essential part of this 8. Olmsted, Le Boy,
covered.
KadclitTe defeated Bryant's Pond Satcall is as follows:
his
of
condition
the
of
On account
urday afternoon in a well played game health, John Hayes, who has run a bak- The Democratic Republicans of the County of
Bora.
of sustaining the prinby the same score that it won its last ery here for a number of years, has sold Oxford who are in offavor
and
Democratic
the
party,
newthe
and
them.
usages
ciples
Pierce,
game from
his business to parties in Yarmouth, are opposed to the 'Bogus'—disorganizing ConΤη North Newry, July 27, to the wife, of Ncaly
pitcher, did fine work, holding Bryant's who will take possession Aug. 15th.
vention held at Portland on the J9th of June. Thompson, a son.
came
of
which
one
three
to
Pond
bits,
In Oxford, July 22, to the wife of Herbert Denthe first 1852, at which A. G. Chandler was nominated
received
has
Packard
Harry
t<r Governor In opposition to the regular nominee
a son.
after KadclitTe had had an opportunity
for a vacation story, in a compe- of the Democratic party, arc hereby notified to nlng,
In Bumford Point, June 30, to the wife of W.
Bryant's prize
to retire the opposing side.
South
at
the Boston Sunday meet in Convention by their Delegates
a daughter.
conducted
H.
tition
by
Hopkins,
Pond scored their two ruDS in the first
Paris on Tuesday the 16th day of August next,
In Bumford Point, July 15, to the wife of WilHerald, and entered by writers from all
liam Blcbardson, a daughter.
inniug and were never dangerous after over New England. The scene of hie at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
In PlalnOeld, N. J.. July 22, to thi wife of
that.
The basis of representation was the Charles E. Case, a daughter.
story is on Pennesseewassee Lake.
the
Poshey, another new man, caught a
in
vote
Thibodeau
presiDemocratic
Grace
preceding
and
Misses Tessa
nice game, did not allow a stolen base
relatives in dential election, one delegate for each
are visiting friends and
and made three hits out of four times
Married.
forty votes. The call was signed by
Massachusetts.
up.
Professor H. H. Stuart is building a Robert A. Chapman, John J. Perry,
W. Leonard, the other now man, acAlvan
Bolster,
In South Paris, July 28, by Bev. H. A. Clifford,
cottage at Grand View, Lake Pennessee- Thos. J. Whitehead,
β. Smith and Ml·· Myrtle A. Coffren,
cepted hie only fielding chance but was I wassee, .near that of his father, J. H. Ammi Cutter, Essec Puller and Β. B. Mc- Mr. Jason
both of Parle.
weak at the bat.
as Democratic County Committee.
Keen,
In
South
Stuart.
Parle, July 28, by Margaret A. Baker,
Kadcliffe hit J. Faruum harder than
The convention was duly held on the duly authorized, Mr. Thomas Helkklnen and
The Bass Island Club party returned
Miss Mary Helkklnen, both of Paris.
in the previous game, and by buuching
and
at
South
last
of
10th
Paris,
Massachusetts
August,
to their homes in
In Browndeld, July 24, by Bev. Jam*· J. G.
their hits earned three of their five runs.
nominations made. On the ISth of Au- Tarr, Mr. Freeman Durgln of Brownlleld and
The playing of Colo, both at the bat Monday.
of Bliss Sadie Frances Powers of Boxbnrr, Mass.
the
of
Mrs.
a
convention
her
supporters
and
Cole
sister,
gust,
Mrs. norace
aud in the field, was fast and clean, and
Portland, July 25, by Rev. Smith tiakcr, D.
Gerhardt, and two children, Mr. Pillsbury was held at Paris Hill, and I).,InMr.
Howard L. Churchill and Miss Llla B.
be is fast becoming a great favorite with Ludwig
There was
who have been vieiting relatives here, a county ticket nominated.
Fletcher, both of BuckOeld.
the fans. The score:
In Gorham, Ν. H.. July 9. by Bev. J. E. Emerreturued to Chestnut Hill, Mass., Mon- uo choice of senators on the popular
Mr. Mederlc Bourgeois and Ml·· Bridget
KADCL1FFK.
vote, in Oxford and in several other son,
day.
Lozler, both of Hastings.
K.
A.B. Κ. H.ll. Γ.Ο. Λ.
of the moths found in town counties of the state, and there was a
In Fryeburg, July 20, by Bev. Edwin Ρ WilSamples
1
1
11
1
3
2
T. Leoimr.t, l b
M. Patch, long wrangle when the legislature met son, Mr. Melvln 8. Paul and Miss Lizzie II.
ί
1 have been sent to Miss Edith
5
S
4
1
Foe hey, c
Nason. both of Windham.
0 state
5
5
12
4
entomologist, who pronounces in January.
Cole, i b
In Whltefleld, Ν. H„ July 23, by Bev. W. J.
ooloo them brown-tails. What will be done
3
Much of the large amount of space in Atkinson, Mr. Asa Flint of Norway and Miss
W. Leonard, c.f
0
3
12
0
4
fierce
Mulvey, e.s
the
M. Stllllngs of Whltefleld.
political
Nina
by
occupied
the
is
papers
question.
1 about it
0
116
4
Lowell, 3-b
In Mexico, July 18, by Bev. G. J. Palmer, asis devoted to
0
0
ο
1
1
Albert P. Bassett has gone into the discussion in those times
....4
Haye», l.f.
sisted by Bev. J. G. Fisher, Mr. Edwin W. Llbby
the
0
of
0
0
0
1
3
.Ionian, r.f
fire insurance business, and has opened the dispute as to which wing
of Hartford and Miss May Palmer of Mexico.
ο
ο
l
ο
3
1
Pierce, ρ
party represented the Simon-pure Dean office at No. 0 Pleasant Street.
re·
to
be
17
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Locke are mocracy, neither being willing
5
10 ·Λ5
32
Tutoie,
Died.
spending a week at their cottage at garded as bolters.
BRYANT'S POND.

The Republican County Committee
and other interested members of the
party held a meeting for conference at
the court house Wednesday, aud those
present expressed themselves as general"The Mermaids," a new club, consistly satistied with the outlook in the
will ing of eight girls, the Misses Addie and
The
campaign
speaking
county.
and Lisbeth
Charlotte Giles, Grace
uot be long, nor the number of meetings
Amelia and Alice Bisbee, Jeslarge, but it is hoped to get some of the Murphy,
sica Curtis of South Paris, and Alice
distinguished speakers from outside the
of Greenwood, go to Falmouth
state for oue or two meetings, including Penley,
Foreside Wednesday of this week where
Speaker Cannon.
they will occupy a cottage. Here's
Walter L. Gray's gasoline launch, hoping they will have a delightful time.
several
for
road
on
the
been
which had
The Kebekahs have been invited to
weeks, tiually arrived last Wednesday,
the Odd Fellows in their basket picand was put into 1'ennesseewassee I.ake join
Grove August 4 th, and it
It was christened Madge, in nic at Pen ley's
at once.
is asked that all who can meet at the
honor of Mrs. Gray. After a very little
and all march up to the
hall at
trouble in adjustiug the machinery, it
Hot coffee will be
to runuing in good shape, and grove together.
was got
furnished. There will be various games
more than fulfills Mr. Gray's expectabut the drawing card
tions. It is a Racine boat, sixteen feet and amusements
hand- will be a game of ball between the marfeet
beam,
half
and
a
four
long,
ried and single men of the lodge in Pensomely finished, anil is a great addition
to the lake tleet.
Although rated at ley's tield above the grove.
only two horse power, it makes the trip
Before Trial Justice Charles F. Whitfrom the boat landing to Gibson's iu man at the court bouse Saturday was a
only a little over twenty minutes.
hearing on a complaint against George
of Bethel, who has been
For Howard W. Shaw of Hotel An- W. Feruald
cows in this vicinity, for practicdrews the world just now revolves around testing
without being registhe boat landing. He has bought a boat, ing as a veterinary
to the statute,
which was formerly run on Lake Peu- tered as such according
Barnes appeared for
nesswwassee, aud has ordered a gasoline i'ounty Attorney
S. Wright for
James
Hon.
motor of two horse power and propeller the state,
The respondent was adjudged
which will be put into it. Near the Feruald.
lined *5.00 and costs. He apmouth of Stony Brook, in the rear of the guilty and
to the Supreme Judicial Court.
store house of the Cummings Manu- pealed
A process which was watched with
facturing Co., he has built a landiug,
sod if everything goes well, in a short much interest by a number of spectators
time those who live near the river may last week was the raising of the iron
expect to hear the music of the "put- smokestacks of the Mason Manufacturput." There is lots of sport ahead. A ing Co. There were two of these, which
number of years ago a small steamer came out of the mill which the company
was run on the river a while, but it is a
bought. They are sixty feet in length,
l»ng time siuce there was any sort of a and weigh four tons each, aud as the
motor boat here.
In fact, very few seem bottoms of them rest upon the brick
to realize that there is auy chance for work twenty feet from the ground, it is
for an
boating.
easy to see that It was no job
them. They were got
• lint..η Mc Keen, 1β years old, eon of amateur to raise
under the direction of an
V 0. McKeen, suffered a bad accident at up all right,
most of four days being used up
the Paris Manufacturing Co.'β factory expert,
the operation.
Wednesday. lie was tending at the iu
Mrs. L. L. Whitman of California is at
back end of a double tenoning machine
Whitman
Mr.
Morton's.
when the man runuing it shut it down. George R.
An the speed was Blacking, the boy came as far as Syracuse, Ν. Y., and then
is
Whitman
dropped hie hat on one of the upright returned to California. Mr.
cutter heads of the machine to see it re- an agent for the Franklin automobile,
volve. After it had spun a while he and holds the record from San Francisco
compicked it off, but in doiug it his wrist to New York, made by him and awhich
was caught and drawn into the cutters,
panion two or three years ago, record.
the wrist and forearm being badly cut nearly cut in half the former
to
before the machine stopped. Some ol It is now proposed by the company
the tendoos and some small arteries wen see how near they can come to cutting
for that purcut, and he lost considerable blood. Th< this record in half, and it is
wounds were promptly dressed, and h< pose that Mr. Whitman has returned to
is doing very well.
It will be some time California. He will start with four other
anbefore the arm is in condition for ful! men iu a car, the men relieving one
and day, to
use, and it may be weakened somewlial other and running night
by the injury, but it is hopod to make » reach New York in the quickest possible
time.
pretty good arm of it yet.
Although the only circus tnat naa
It was a new idea—the union picnic ο
here this season failed to give
the four Sunday Schools which was held stopped
cirus a street parade, the local society
at Gibson's last Tuesday—but it prove*
wasn't so inconsiderate, and a little
a great success.
Apparently half th< cus
noon last
Wednesday the provillage, including ninety per cent of th< before
Heading it vas Miss
children, was in the Square ready b cession appeared.
a banner inscribed
start soon after S o'clock.
They went ii Eva Andrews, bearing
"Circus to-day," and following her wer«
three hayrack· crowded—no, piled—full
some fifteen or twenty other membert
one barge, uumerous smaller conveyance
attired with the utmost
ami we don't know how many privât of the troupe,
such as is becoming to s
boat
and
gorgeousneas
rail
some
besides
teams,
by
circus. It was well worth
Altogether it is thought the census woul< well-ordered
The circus wai
At the grovi the price of admission.
count up from 3U0 to 3Γ>0.
lawn in the afternoon,
the only organized amusement was ι held on Bowker's
admission of five pins, and
ball game between two teams captai η e< with an
for the sideshow feature·, whicb
by Kev. J. W. Chesbro and Rev. Α. Κ extrasworked according to the most ap
Baldwin, which watt won by Mr. Bald were
b»
proved plan. The snake sot away
win's team. Score 11 to 7, error· not r<
of th< 1
fore the show began, but the rest
For the rest, there was boating

go again.

Beginnings
COUNTY

Baptist cburoh will be held with
Mrs. L. C. Morton, Wednesday after·

Mrs. Samuel Plummer of Sweden was
a guest at her son's, J. P. Plu miner's, s
few days last week.

Ρ M.

NORWAY.

np from

Bemle, Me.

A. W. WALKER k SON,

South Paris, Maine,
Haying Tools!
Machinery of all Kinds,
Harvesting
Co.
N. Dayton Bolster &
Mowing Machines, Hay Tedders, Horse
DEALERS IN

Scythes, Snaths, Drag Rakes,

Hand Bakes, Forks, Handles,
Scythe Stones, &c.

Paris Green, Bug
sas Cattle Oil and

Death, Eureka

Sprayers.

80 MARSHT

by th< » SOUTH

PARI·,

Rakes, Reapers, Etc., also Gasolene

Engines

and

Threshing of Grain.

BUSINESS COLLEGER

equipped school of business training it the state
'of Maine. To all graduate· of the Μ·Μμ4

1CAZNBI.

—

«WUVM»-

_

SQUAR1D,

purutN a poaltioa or rafaad
ona-kalf of the tuition rnouay. Find employWH'VII students can pay board while at·
IIKUI by
ment
WJ which
tending school. Send for illustrated catalogue.
AMrasa.BUSS BUSINESS COLLEGE. LswtsuOiî

coiiraa we

Fly Killer, Kan-

CASTORIAhmMsiMctHii g"""" Λ

IhKUYHHinMnitlisKkt

e<

„

-

HOMEMAKEES' COLUMN.

Cross

OemnowtaM ο· t^lea of latenat totte bkl.
Utoficltod. Address: Editor Homsmajcx s
Oouma, Oxford Doucni, Putt.

People

are generally sick people, and
nine times out of ten it's the
stomach that's wrong. If the
system is filled with impurities,

if the

digestion is

Possibilities of a Can of Salmon.
In the first place, never buy any bat
the very beet mImon, as inferior fish,
perhaps more than any other food, will
prove moat unappetising. It abould be
turned out of the can some time before
it is needed, -picked free from skin and
bones, and if the supply of fish is somewhat insufficient, hard-boiled eggs may

No. m-MIt*!·! Mu·»».
Wild July with merry ehout
And Its loud
Rlngeth bolls while It Ull*
Of the Joy of
Freedom, freedom, with a **·**,
la Its message to the ****■

poor, if the

bowels are irregular, it is easy
for disease to get a foothold.
Reinforce and build up your

health by taking

No.

DRTTRUE'S elixir

SOCk-WkX City»

be used to

following recipes:

SALAD.

lost
standard remedy for over three generations. Restore· and appetite.
cures all
enriches the bloo<l
regulates the bowels, assists digestion, stomach
or liver, such as constipaa
disordered
trom
those diseases arising
catarrh
headache·,
loss of api>etite,
tion, malaria, biliousness. Indigestion,
The Mother's Safeguard in all
of the stomach and intestines, pile·, etc.
the common disorders of childhood.
Λ few doses ?iivn occatxonaUy util guard affainM
inU expel them u·»Ihuut /ail.
worm», and ιf f
Accra*. Main*
Dr. J. F. Τ Κ Γ Ε A CO. ι
of a tape worm be«ieutlcmrn Β; the ακ of yooτ F.lisr I «ras ΓβΙι.·τ«1
in leoKih. h or eigtiteen j«ara I had
temity-wren *1*1 ruthty nrr feetHeart
all of
and
Inillwwion,
trouble
Ven doctortng fur Liver, kidney and
b* True't r.liTir. There
which duappeorwd when Uial worm wu alau«liter«d
do ut work of your KUxir.
re Um> puUio to-day that tan
u
■medieiiwi
no*
is
did for ine what many dollars
The expenditure f Ιΐ,ίι for this medicine (ourcee failed to do.
and Inui «peu t in ware h of relief throuib other T7 llain
St., Fuxcioft, Jle.
Α. F. ΗΚΛϋϋ, So.
Yours very truly,
Sold by all dealer», 35c, 50c, $1.00.
wtmbUek»* îsa».

DR. J. F. TRUE A CO., Ayburn^Me.

ON

—

t

>

—

Stove Wood and
Coal at

close out Oilil patterns and clean

A. W. Walker & Son's,

up stock.

South Paris, Maine.

Chas. F. Ridlon,

£. W.

I will furuUh DOORS ami WINDOWS of any
Size or Style at reasonable prices.

MAINE. Also Window & Door Frames.

NORWAY,

it In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
•iital'le work. send In yonr order·. Pine Lum
uer kil l Shingles on band Cheap for Caah.

Soup

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.

Stomach

M ache 1 Hard Woo<l Floor DoarU for tale.

West Sumner,

Mr. S. 5. Ball, of Ra»enswood W. Va.. *7».—
I nu troubled with «our stomach for twenty yeara.
Kodol cored aa and wo are now using It M elk
"

Kodol Digests What You Eat.
■ottiaaonly St.00 Sire holdin* 2H times the trial

CAROLINE B. PERRY, late of Sweden, deceased; will ami petition for probate thereof
presented by Alice L. Perry, the executrix therein named.

S«kl by ί. A. ihartiel Jt Co.

EVELINA A. JVKSON, late of Purls, deceased; will and petition for probate thereof
preseuted by Walter L.Uray, the executor there-

Measure
OF

ALL

Maine.

....

ELLKN W. LOKD, late of I.ovell, deceased:
will und petition for probate thereof presented
by David P. Lord, the executor therein name<l.

size, which sells for SO certs.
by E. Q. DeWlTT * θα, OHIOAOO.

—

CHtMDLEK,

ΡΚΟΒΑΤΐ MOTICKS.
Γο all |>erson« Interested In either of the Eatatr*
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Parle, Id and
tor the County of Oxford, on the third Tueetlay of
July, In the year ot our Lord one thousand
The following matter
aim.- hundred and .-tlx.
having lieen preseuted for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby ORDKBU) :
That notice thereof be given to all persons Inse rented, by causing a copy of thla order to be
published three weeks successively in the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at douth
Part», in said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at Rumfonl Falls, on the
(hint Tuesday of August. A. D. 1906. at 9
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If they see cause.

~

Tli©

W.

tï.

No appetite, loss ot strength, nervo*»
mm, headache, constipation, bad breath
general debility, sour risings, and catarrh
of the stomach are all due to Indigestion.
This new discovKodol cures Indigestion.
ery represents the natural Juices of digestion as they exist in a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known tonic
and reconstructive properties. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure doea not only cure indigestion
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
cures all stomach troubles by cleansing,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.

HMMU

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish I

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

in named.

—

MARY A. U REESE. late of Paris, deceased:
will and petition for probate thereof
by U. Hlratu lleald, tne executor therein named

Typewrit ors

presented

PERCY DA MON et ale, ward', of Paris; petl·
llou for license to sell and convey real estate
presented by Walter L. Gray, guardian.
OEORUE L. DEAN, late of Paris, deceased;
petltlou for licence to sell and convey real estate
μ re aeu ted by Eugene A. L)eau, administrator.
OLIVE F. HEALD.late of Sumner, deceased;
petition for distribution of balance remalulng in
Hie bandit and for <1elenntnalion of collateral Inheritance tax presented by Cyrus B. lleald, administra tor.
ORES TKl'E. minor, of Denmark; ilrst ac
count presentetl for allowance by Amanda V.

True, guardian.
( Hill IQliUD, late of Pari», deceased;
tlrst account presented for allowance by Marletta A. Fuller, execut'lx.
WILLIAM W. SPRING, late of Browndeld.
deceased; tlret and tln.il account presented for
allt wauce by Samuel Ε Spring, administrator.
ADDISON E. IIKRR1CK. Judge of said Court.
\ true copy—Attest
ALBERT I). PARK. Register.

Commercial Brains

measure every type writer—quality for
quality—attribute for attribute—by the

NOTICE OF FOBECLOSI'RE.
Wheft'M UIJwu W. Hammond, lute of Bucktleld In the County of Oxford un i State of Maine,
bv bU mortgage deed dated the fourtb day of
liay, A. D. 1SW, and recorded In Oxford Registry of Deeds, Hook .'Si, Page AW, couvejed to C.
M. and H. A. Irl.-h, both of said Buckdeld, a
certain piece or parcel of land situated In Sum
ner. In said Couuty and State, and boumied and
described as follow» : Being the easterly half of
l.ot NuniK-r 4 In the Sixth Kang·.· of lota In «aid
Sumner and al*o a )H>rtlon of Lot Number 3 In
-aid liante South of sal·! Lot Number 4 and adjoining bald halt Lot. Beginning at the Southeast corner of » tld half lot and running Southerly on Une of Fred M. Cham tier's land to stake
and stones eleven rode South of old road leading up to the old Howard Curtis buildings, socalled; thence Westerly parallel wtth South line
of sai l half Lot as far West as said half Lot;
thence Northerly to Une of said Lot; thence
Easterly on Une of said half Lot to first mentioned corner of said half Lot; being all and the
tame premises conveyed to said Utdeon W.
Hammond by N. C. and Elmer N. Ford on said
fourth day of May, A. D. 1904; ant whereas
said C- M. and H. A. Irish by their deed of
Assignment dated the twenty ninth day of July,
A. D. 1904, and recorded In said Oxford Keglstry
of l>ee<le, Book AM, Page 357, did assign said
mortgage deed, the note, debt and claim thereby
secured, to the South Paris Savings Bank, a
corporation legally organized and having Its
plac of builness at South Paris, In raid County
and State, and whereas the condition of «aid
mortgage baa been broken, now therefore, by
rearou of the breach of the condition thereof the
said Bank hereby claims a foreclosure of said

Underwood.
approarh It lu respouslvsness lu
How resemble
nae<hauleal perfection.
It la appearance, d«ti(u and laUli. Its
Increasing fame makes permanent the
■low

Mtaudard

—

THE ORIGINAL OF ITS KIND,

Imitations

are

Never

so

Good.

I'XDKRWOOD TVPKWRITKK
4-41

7M

Broadway,
Kitha·!· St.,

CO.,

Mew York.

Portland, X·.

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors
&

mortgage.

Dated at South

July, A. D. 1**>.

About five acres of standing grass
for sale at
THE BEECHES,
Paris Hill

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

Wanted.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

PEELED PULPWOOD.

L. M. TUFS,

,

Spruce, Fir, and Poplar
delivered
at any station.
SOUTH PARIS. J

Nichols St.,

Eastern Steamship Company.
Portland Division.

Ε. H. PIKE,

WEST PARIS,

PORTLAND AND BOSTON UNE.

Superb

$1.20,

steamers of this Une leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India
Wharf, boston, daily (except Sunday) at
7 P. M.
new

ADDITIONAL SUNDAY TRIPS.

Commencing June 10, from Portland
at S p. m. and from Boston at 7 P. x.

We wish all who do work for the Town of
Paris on the Highway would present their bill
to the Selectman in his section of the town every
Saturday. We wmt to give the order and have
the work oa our books.
SELECTMEN OF PARIS.

S. RICHARDS,
Jeweler aod

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
of this Company, is insured
against fire and marine risk.
J. P. LISCOMB,
General
Franklin Wharf, Portland, Me.

Agent,

CALVIN AUSTIN, President
General Manager, Boston, Maw.

and

Graduate

Freeh meats of all kinds

GUARANTEED.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

For Sale.
3000 feet first class iron

constantly on from

pork a specialty.
Fresh fish arrives every Monday afternoon and Thursday morning.
Am shipping live stock every week,
and paying full market price.
Corned beef and salt

T. Ttiayer,

SOUTH PABÏS.

Optician.

BE8T WORK AND LOWEST PRICES IN OXFORD
COUNTY.
SATISFACTION

Meat Market.
hand.

MAINE.

NOTICE.

steamers

MiEUT SQUABI,

for Sale.

Orass

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

Fato

Paris, Maine, this âotb day of

SOUTH PAKIS SAVINGS BANK.
By Ueorge M. At wood, Treasurer.

Mouldings s,;L

one

to two inch.

piping,

Will sell for

io per cent, less than wholesale cost.

R. L.

serve

CUMMINGS,
South Paris, Me.

SALMON

ground.

a speck
tableepoonful of
teaspoonful of
chopped parsley. Make a heavy white
sauce, using two tablespoonfuls of butter, two of cornstarch, and a scant pint
of milk. Mix sauce and fish thoroughly
and spread on a platter to cool, and

of cayenne pepper, one
lemon juice and one

Second In brave, but not In true;
Third la In snake, but not In toad;
Fourth Is In highway, not In road;
Fifth Is in light, but not in dark;
Sixth Is in night but not In ark;
Seventh's η gate, not In fence;
Eighth Is In great, not In dense;
Ninth Is In row, but not in swim;
Tenth is in trunk, but not In limb.
My whole Is a state
And α president great
And a street in a Boston town;
'Tis the name of a man
Who many risks ran.
But It brought him great renown.

210.—Bmlnu.
Miss ltuchel. who always baa the
Prepare the salmon as for croquettes,
8-9-10 of a gentlewoman, admits that but use less cornstarch in the sauce.
It raises her 9-10-11 to hear anybody Add the yolks of three or four eggs to
the the mixture, and beat thoroughly, then
call her cousin Johu a 4-5-6-7
fold in the stiffly beaten whites. Pour
cousiu John whom she befriended
into baking pan (that can be sent to the
when he worked in the 1-2-3-4 and
table) and bake for ten minutes; serve
who has not even a word for her now
Mo.

—

that he Is a

immediately.

1-2-3-4-5-0-7-8-0-10-11.

SAI.MON

PATTIES.

j

are

skirts, do they?"

pockets

in their

"No, they spend their money so fast
nowadays they don't have any use for

pockets."

Important to M «there.

Knmlne carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
a safe and rare remedy for infant· and children,
and see that it
Bear·the
Signature of

SV

iny thing and that they weren't any·
and didn't coent anyhow, but
their hearts were hot and eore while

Îxxly
they

8ti Id

It.

As they were scuttling away they
And when be
met llruln, the bear.
lieard their story he told them of a
trap wuieh the hunters had set for tbe
i-ougars down by the brookslde.
"Lead him there," said Bruin, "and
>ou may have your revenge, also you
as
may have as uiany chicken trees
>-ou ran Hud."
So the wolves went trembling back

cougar that they had
round a much liner chicken tree for
When they came to tbe spot
liim.
where Bruin had told them the trap

V/Vrf

a

/L

CΑλ/SzMUcJuK

la Use For Over 80 Tears.
The Kind Toe Bar· Always Bought.

was

-'hey stepped aside and said they

i*ould not walk ahead of so great a person, that he must lead the way and
let tliein follow.
Snap went the trap on the old cougar's foot.
"There." said the ©Vlest wolf brother, "that will teach you not to insult

A Utile love, a little wealth,
A little borne for yon and me;
It's all I ask exoept good health,
Which oomea with Rooky Mountain Tea.
F. A. Shortlaff Λ Go.

and more durable than lime mortar. Will not crack in dry.
of" slacking lime or beating up hair, simply add sand and
bother
No
ing.
water. It is economical and is endorsed and used by the leading masoni.

It is
work
use

or

and becomes

Worcester Post

on or

address

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE

I

In any

quantity desired.

CAR LOAD LOTS A SPECIALTY.
For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,

"LargestSTREET, NEW YORK.
in the World."

INT. II.

150 NASSAU

MOSES P. STILES, District Mgr.,
Norway, Maine.

HOLSTEIN BULLS
For 8«].e.

bred Holsteins for the past
are
headquarters for
We have sold
line.
that
in
anything
12 young things within the last 5
months and have 4 more bull calves

Having

18 years

and

ι

we

yearling for

trade in

a

soon.

We
small

So

A traveler who recently visited the
coast of Labrador says that nowhere
on earth are life and property held so
sacml as in .that little known and barA thousand miles of lonely
ren land.
seaboard, along which Is scattered α
population of some 10,000 people, about
one-third of whom are white, would
seem to give every opportunity for
crime, yet there is no police oillcer of
Nor
any kind, no court and no jail.
The only criminal
are they needed.

Also

sale.

a

big

three year old if taken
W. W. DUNHAM,
North Paris, Me.

can

Mart

vou

In

»

paying

business

on

capital. Machines easy and simple to
operate. Write for (roe Illustrated catalogue
and full Information.

MACHINE CO.,

STAR DRILLING

Factory: Akron, O. Offlcs 108 Fulton Stmt, Ν. Y.
NOTICE.

|

In the District Court of the United State* for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
William W. Hlanchard,
of Canton, Bankrupt.
)
W.
William
of
Blanchard, In
To the creditor*
the County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on tue Sib day of
July, A. D. 1906, tbo said William W. Blanch ird
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the flrst
meeting of his crodltore will lie held at the ofllce
of the Referee, No. 8 Market .Square, South Pari*,
on the Wth day of July, A. D. 1006, at 10 o'clock
In tho forenoon, at whtch time the said creditors
may attend, prove their claims, appoint a
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
such other bu»lness as may properly come before «aid meeting.
South I'arls, July 10.1906
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankrnptoy.

the nerve to fight long ami hard.
While they will expend a good

deal of cash and energy iu making a single plunge, tliey will

|

grafted
of nice

acres

and in

of nice

bearing.

tillage land, just

grow tired If called upou to expend the same amount through
a campaign of six monthe.
The

For Sale.
Eight

THE VITAL NECESSITY
There is no other one thing
with which I have bo much trouble as this lack of persistency
They luck
among advertisers.

J

Two
out

acres

never

They Jumped Into advertising
without preparation in the way

of the money to meet the expense
or the experience to keep from
wasting K. They failed to con-

sider that the creation of trade

through advertising

process.—Inluud

They

are

wortli 25 cents each

on

exchange plan.

my

A full line of Columbia Disc and
Machines aiul Record*.

Cylinder

Call anil hear them talk.

W. A. Porter,
SOUTH PARIS,

MAINE.

was a

long

Printer.

Dr. Austin Tenney,

Oculist.

SPECIAL

It wa» my Intention to <!evote the whole of my
m
time thin year to office work luit having ha·!
irtany urgent calls from old peop'c an·! InvalM*
who arc unah'e to leave home I have «Ι«·<·Μ···Ι ι·»
a |>irt of the time a* formerly.
KKMF.M HEK that I guarantee all my

travel

«

>rk

whether flltc·! at your home or at one <>f uiy
re
Office*. CilmtscH lltte·! at your home will he
llite.I at any one of my offices free If nui ratU

factory.

use
merchants
Successful
coiumna persistently.

Wanted.

►IOJOvO-H

I

NOTICE.

I bave <lecl<le<l to travel a limite·! amount Id
Oxford County thU «raton, ωΐΙΙιικ «·'
patrons ae In former year·.

our

ADDISON E. DERRICK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—attest :
A LBERT D. PARK. Register.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed administratrix of the
estate of

Records,

an

Do

learaed that
peralatener In advertlalns
la the one vital neceaalty.

The reat

they see cause.
DARIUS LITTLEFI ELD, late of Bruwnfleld,
deceased; flrst account presented for allowance
by Christie U. Nolan, administratrix.
II EN DON W. COUSINS, late of Fryeburg, de
ceased; flrst account presented for allowance
by Albro R. Jenness, administrator.

NOTICE.

I·

or

damaged Cylinder

ther away when the nervous energy in that spurt is spent. There
are but 40 per cent of advertisers
who make their advertising pay.

PROBATE NOTICE*.
To all persons Interested In either of the estate·
hereinafter named :
At a l'robate Court, held at Paris, In
and for the County of Oxford, on the third
Tuesday of July, In the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and six. The following matter having been presented for the action
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby
Okdkkkd :
That noUcc thereof be given to all persons In
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to lie held at said Paris, on the
third Tuesday of Sept., Λ. D. 1906, at 9 of the
clock In the forenoon, and be heart! thereon If

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed administratrix of the
odtatc of
UERBKRT L. SWIFT, lata of Part·,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for seulement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
ANNIE L SWIIT.
July 17th, 1906.

ancceaa

Save your broken

and you get over the ground fust,
but the goul seems all the far-

lage. Also a new milch cow, and
Call on
four weeks old pigs.
A. J. PENLEY,
address,
South Paris, Me.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed executor of the
last will and testament of
MARTHA A. MARS TON, late of Hartford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for seulement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
JOHN C. MARSTON.
July 17th, 1900.

to

Opportunity

For a little way It goes easy,

of vil-

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
ADDI80N G. PA KLIN, late of Parla,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
FLETCHER A. PARLIN.
July 17th, 1MW.

road

■phlll road «11 the war·
not try to apart.

orcharding,

All kinds of

For Sale in South Paris.

ing year.

Pulp

Wood the

com-

solicited.
H. D. COLE,
Bryant'» Pond. Me.

Correspondence

Tbe house and land belonging to the
eatAte of the late Mrs. Sarah W. Ilewett,
April nth, 19ος.
situated in the center of the village, has
two apartments of seven and eight, rooms
Job Team Work.
with sheds, large attic, <&cM and is in
The groutitle are
excellent condition.
of all kinds with one
extensive, containing additional house horse or two horses, also corn plantlots.
L. E. NOYES,
ing.
W. T. IIEWETT.
South Paris.
JAMES S. WRIGIIT, Agent, S. 1'aris.
30,

Jobbing

|

April

Always Remember the

1 .axative Rromo

I

1906.

Full Name

Quinine

Cures a Cold in One Day, Crip in Two.
35c.

,

1

I

|

QUAKER RANGE

CAND1CE RODUER8. late of Buckfleld,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for seulement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
ELLEN W. STETSON.
July 17th, 1906.

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents
bisf
WANTED.

An experienced man to bunch
dowels. Must be of good habile and
the simple wife, "I
good reference.
suppose I must believe it, John, as give
J. A. KENNEY,
you've stuck to it tot flfitda fear·."—
South ParU.

you?"
"Well," answered

and information, call

DRILL WELLS for your NEIGHBORS

A MODERN ARCADIA.
Nowhere Are M<p mad Property
Safe η» In Labrador.

particulars

and hard in twenty four hours.

Soutn Paris.

Agency,

The E. A Strout Farm

thoroughly dry

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

payment required.

County.

especially desirable for those wishing to do a small amount of
patching up, as it is quickly prepared and ready for immediate

For fuither

If you desire to purchase real estate,
We have for sale
write or call on us.
in Oxford
some of the best farms

people after you have robbed them."—

j

when soiled.

vance

Maine.

-

Tougher

IF YOU want a quick caah
sale for your country property, write for our improved
FREE listing blanks. No ad-

A WAT.

Co,

Superior Substitute for Lime.

A

WALTER L. ORAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

ΤΙΓΒΥ SCUTTLED

the market.

Standard Wood Fibre Plaster,

NOTICE.

We want all the teachers we can get, both
sexes, for Pall positions, ungraded, primary,
gTamm ir, and high schools. Send for circular
and register.
Eastern Maine Teachers' Agency,
Stockton Springs, Maine.

are on

South Parle,

In the District Court of the United States tor the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
HECTOR REAUCHESNE, In Bankruptcy.
of Ruraford, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Hector Beauchesne, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid:
Notice Is hereby given that on the list day of
July, A. D. 1906, the said Hector Beaucbesne
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
flrst meeting of his creditors will lie held at the
office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square. South
Paris, on the 11th day of A«g., A. D. 1908, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which Ume the
said creditors may attend, proTe their claim·.
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other business aa may properly
come before said meeting.
South Paris, July 23.1906.

TEACHERS.

that

Bllllnge BlOOlL,

Colored Postal Cards. GO subjects,
Write us. Η. B. Hay's Boas, Selling
Agents, Portland, Mc.

rrfcfc.
IVV·

pianos

"W. T. Wtieeler db

caused by impure blood, indigestion, »luggkh liver and bowel·. 35c.

F. ▲. Shurtleff A Co. itud told the

"Women don't have

the best

If you want good health, get at the cause
aad take a specific for the trouble. Read
the wrapper and label on " L. F."
Atwood's Bitters and you'll be guided b
the use of this safe, speedy cure for diseases

■

Player Pitn0)

are
high grade instruments, and are sold for just as ]ow
be sold for the quality of the instrument. Also I have
can
as
they
money
several medium grade pianos. A large stock always on hand. pr|Cet
low, terms easy. Send for catalogue and we will try and interest you i„

all first claw,

aince he hu been taking "L. F." Bitter·.
He knowi It is the Bitter» that helped him.
Yours truly. Ma*. Richard Small.

Ε...

Prescott and The Lauter

Mehlin, Poole, Merrill,

The

Sir»:— South Poland, Me., Oct. 5,1904.

My huiband wu a great luffcrcr with
tick headache. He had it once b two
weeks, but ha· not been troubled for a year

Chop salmon tine and season. Rub in
charge within fifty years was one
No. 211.—Triangle.
little good butter, and bind with beaten
against an Eskimo, who shot a rival In
revenue.
the
to
1. Pertaining
public
egg. Line some tart pans with puff
love.
2. A peculiar forn> of expression.
Rambling Rufus—Say, Tatters, won't
paste, fill with mixture, cover with
In addition to the resident popula3. To delay or susi>eud proceedings. paste, and bake in rather quick oveu.— youse be glad when youse are an angel?
Tired Tatters—Naw; jiet t'ink av de tion the coast Is visited every summer
Ex.
4. A sum il house.
work it'll take t' keep me wings flappin'. by about 10.000 Newfoundland fisher5. A verb.
In Canning Tomatoes.
men, and, while Newfoundland Itself is
β. A consonant.
It is always well to have a box of salve not
by any means free from criminals,
New rubbers and good lids are very
in the house. Sunburn, cuts, bruises,
none appear to come among the fishers
necessary for the jars, as the tiniest of
Mo. 212.—Addition·.
and boils yield to DeWitt's Witch
the example of the natives of
will let in air sufficient for fermen- piles
Insert a letter lu the first word to holes
Hazel Salve. Should keep a box on or else
tation. Another cause of failure is the
causes them to refrain from
Labrador
for
emerto
hand at all times
form the second word.
provide
Such musty condiusa of musty lids.
For years the standard, but any wrongdoing while there. Years
gencies.
1. Change repetition Into a way.
tion is largely caused by the lids being
followed by many imitators. Be sure aso a circuit court visited the coast
2. Change to push luto haughty.
used on fruit which has spoiled, and
get the genuine De Witt's Witch every summer, but as It found nothing
3. Change a flower into to awake.
these lids should not be used again until you
Hazel Salve. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A to do It was abolished.' Now should
and
A
have
been
boiled.
4. Change a quick pace into a iish.
busy
they
Co.
any serious charge be made against a
careful housewife may easily clean and
5. Change to decay iuto a rabble.
man a magistrate would be sent from
same
time
at
the
disinfect
them
here?
around
fish
bite
by
placthe
Angler—Do
0. Change a tine into a spy.
Native—Bite? Say, stranger, we have Newfoundland to Investigate it.—Haring all the lids in a tin pail of water on
the range to boil while a meal is cook- to muzzle 'em so they won't chew up the per'β Weekly.
A Morning Song.
ing. The fruit should be boiling when innercent bystander.
Ef you want ter reach de Promise Lan*
put in the cans and sealed at once. If
en Kit do milk en honey
The WllderiNi Manna.
the cans are turned upside down when HAY FEVER AND SU M ME Κ COLDS.
You mus' always see de sunrise In de
In
Exodus
xvi. 14-30. and other pasbe
leak
cool
a
discovered,
may
possible
mawnin*.
Victims of hay fever will experience
is to be
Ef you want ter hear de Jingle er a pock- and such a can should be done all over
benefit by taking Foley'· Honey sages lu the Old Testament
great
etful er money
again. Keep the tomatoes in a dark and Tar, as it stops difficult breathing found an account of the manna fed to
You mus' always see de sunrise in de place and
examine them occasionally immediately, and heals the inflamed air the Israelites during their pilgrimage
mawnin*.
wben, if any show signs of a spoiled con- passages, and even if it should fail to In the wilderness.
According to the
dition, they should oe heated again at cure you it will give instant relief." The article on this subject In Smith's BiI>at de way It go.
This heating arrests fermenta- genuine is in a yellow package. F. A.
once.
Summer time er snow—
ble Dictionary, which is α summary
You mus' always see de sunrise In de tion.
Shurtleff & Co.
of several passages, the rnauna came
mawnin'.
Almost fifteen years ago silver bangles
morning except the Sabbath in
—Atlanta Constitution.
"Ah, darling," sighed the romantic every
seed resemwere a perfect craze among young girls.
"I would glaaly lay the world at the form of u snail round
youth,
Like all fads which are carried to an exKey to the Poasler.
bling the hoar frost. It had to be gathfeet."
your
fashion
soon went out of
No. 190.—Novel Puzzle: Madden, Den- treme, they
"But of course you can't," replied the ered early. Itefore the sun became so
and very few girls have worn them since.
maid, "for it's there already." hot as to melt It. It bad to be gathmark. market, Ktna, naval, valley.
practical
the
of
this
some
summer
At Newport
ered every day except the Sabbath.
Leyden, dental, talon, ouset, settee.
smartest women are seen wearing short
Ν. B. Truth, St. Paul, June 31, '08.
The
No. 197.—'Transposai: Suez. Zeus.
attempt to lay aside or accumulate
sleeved gowns with their arms covered
well
I've lived so long, I remember
No. 198.—Charade: Test-i-fy.
with different kinds of bangles. Almost when the Mississippi was a brook. My for a succeeding day except on the day
No. 1H9.—Ulddleiueree: Adirondacks. all the summer gowns are made with good health came by taking Hollister's immediately precedlug the Sabbath
No. 200.—Poetical PI: North, sword, short sleeves which are most becoming Rocky Mountain Tea. 35 cents, Tea or failed by the substance bLcoining
to a woman with rounded, well shaped Tablets. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
low, mow, leer, fog, lo—Wordsworth.
wormy and offensive. It was prepared
arms and most unbecoming when the
for food by grinding and baking. Its
Moore aud Longfellow.
The
arms are badly formed and ugly.
mistress at home?" inquired
"Is
taste was like fresh oil and like wafers
No. 201.
Geographical Puzzle: Gi- bangle was brought to the rescue of the Mrs. your
Borem, standing in the shadow of made will» iioney, equally agreeable to
braltar.
at
and
has
arm
reigned supreme
ugly
the doorway.
iudeed the muunn tieNo. 202.—Diagonal:
Tuxedo and Newport ever since. This
"I don't know, ma'am," replied the all palates,
food he was
autumn one will again see many gowns servant.
"Can't tell whether she's at came to each person the
Sundry
made with short sleeves and the bangle home or not till I git a good look at ye. accustomed to take. The whole nation
and
will be more popular than ever. Some If
ye hov a wart on the side o' yer nose, subsisted upon it for forty years,
■
ρ
ι
NE
U
of the newest designs are particularly ma'am, she ain't"
It suddenly ceased when they first got
beautiful, one of East Indian eilver, hand
the new coru in the land of Canaan.
s
a
c
h
υ
M
Does evil still, your whole life fill?
carved, has been very much admired,
of
rare
and there are many other designs
Does woe betide?
•
σ
μ
τ
Μ ι
Your thoughts abide on suicide?
beauty and workmanship.—Ex.
Satisfying Honor la Udla.
You need a pill!
bad u peculiar way of going
They
w
ι
ν
L
ι
Ε
Peach Ice Cream.
LitNow for prose and facts—DeWitt's
Into bankruptcy among the Marawaris
Peach ice cream is made with Philadel- tle Early Risers are the roost pleasant
S
MO
Ε
Κ
R
uow unhappily giving way to
phia cream. For a quart of cream pare and reliable pills known to-day, They In India,
No. 203.—Mental Equipment·: 1. In- and pit half a dozen peaches and press never gripe. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A the less picturesque method of the
white man. When a man could not pay
strumental. documentai, sentimental, through a colander; sweeten with a Co.
his bills he would summon hie credmonumental. 2. Kinunmental, element- quarter of a cupful of sugar. Add half
"if
old
man,
"My son," said the good
a teaspoonful of bitter almond flavoring,
itors. They were ushered Into a room
al. sacramental. 3. Experimental, ornayou only work hard enough when you
when the cream is nearly frozen.
the tliakur, or household god,
mental.
a thing you're morally sure to In which
undertake
A favorite cooling dainty this year is
be at the top of the heap when you're was enshrined, but covered up with a
WHAT A NEW JERSEY EDITOR fruit served with ice cream. Use any
cloth and with the face turned to the
fruit, fresh or oanned. Brandied peaches through."
SAYS.
"Ob, I don't know, pa. Suppose I wall In order that It might not witness
are especially liked.
The champagne
M. T. Lyncli, Editor of the Phillipsthe scene that was to follow. The Inflare glass is used for serving. The fruit undertook to dig a well?"
born, N. J., Daily Poet, write·: "I have is placed
in the bottom of the glass,
solvent would then, in garb of mournused many kinds of medicines for coughs
It has caused more laughs and dried
then a spoonful of the ioe cream, topped
lie on the floor, presenting his
and cold· in my family but never anydiseases and ing,
with another of whipped oream. Flecks more tears, wiped away
to his creditors, who, on a given
back
so
as
other
and
Tar. of
than any
thing
good
Foley's Honey
color are given with two or three driven away more fears
[ cannot say too much in praise of it."
Hollister's signai, would fall on him with shoes
world.
candied cherries, violets, or fresh fruit medicine in the
P. A. Shurtleff A Co.
Rocky Mountain Tea. 35 cents, Tea or and slippers and belabor bim till their
like that under the cream.
wrath was exhausted. The beating finTablets. F. ▲. Shurtleff & Co.
hot
with
either
or
served
Sauces,
oold,
Him—Miss Shadyside is certainly well
ished, honor was declared to be satiscreams are very popular. The hot
plain
preserved.
Mike—Kin yure woife cook as good as fied all around.
Her—Ye·, ahe is what you might call and cold combination is very delicious. yure mother used to, Pat?
A rich syrup is the foundation for all
a canned peach.
Pat—She cannot; butOiniver mention
these sauces. It is made of the fruit
Coademaed to Slavery.
ut. She kin throw considerable betther.
Kennedy's Laxative Honey and Tar is juice and sugar. To half a cupful of
Two hundred years ago, when men
the original laxative cough syrup and fresh fruit juice add a cupful of sugar.
and women were condemned to death
WARNING.
combine· the qualities necessary to re- Cook slowly to the "soft-ball" stage,
it was the custom
If you bave kidney and bladder trouble for trivial offenses,
lieve the cough and purge the system of add a teaspoonful of lemon juice and
to commute the death sencold. Contains no opiates. Sold by P. serve hot. The syrup candies on the and do not use Foley's Kidney Cure, you in Scotland
servitude to speciA. Shurtleff A Co.
Red raspberries, strawberries, will have only yourself to blame for re- tence into perpetual
cream.
of fied masters. In other words, the concherries, peaches, and grapes all make sults, as it positively cures all forms
Wife—I hop· you didn't gamble when delicious
kidney and bladder diseases. F. A. demned jtersou became a slave. It
syrups.—New Idea.
[ was away.
Shurtleff Λ Co.
was further ordained that be should
Husband—Well, I bought several canDon't· for the Bualneaa Olrl.
wear a metal collar round his neck reGenial customer in cheap restaurant—
taloupe·.
Don't complain of your health. If
cording bis sentence and punishment.
Is the mutton broth good to-day?
λ GUARANTEED CURE POR PILES. you are too ill to work, say so and go
waiter—Don't know, sah, The Society of Scottish Antiquaries
High-toned
home. So long as yon are able to wore,
owns one of these coilars, fished out
I don't eat heah, sah.
Itching, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding
silent about your ailments, and you
of the Forth above Alloa. It is brass,
Pile·. Druggist· are authorized to re- keep
will gain more sympathy and admiration
Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup is sold with this Inscription: "Alexander Stewfund money if Pazo Ointment fails to
than
amount
of
by any
by your courage
under a positive guarantee to core con- art, found guilty of death for theft at
jure in β to 14 days.
60 cent·.
groaning.
stipation, siok headache, stomach trouble Perth, 5th December, 1701, and gifted
in
listless
a
Don't
voice.
speak
Either we get bad habit· or they get ue.
or any form of indigestion. If it fails,
the Justiciars as a perpetual servDon't bring your home troubles to the
the manufacturers refund your money. by
to Sir John Aresken of Alva."—
ant
A prompt relief for croup, One Minute office and air them there..
Shurtdo?
A.
F.
What more can any one
Don't try to be mannish either in dress leff ft Co.
2ough Cure, cuts the phlegm, allays the
Collectors' Magasine.
I nflammatioo—the cough syrup with a or manner.
The mannish busineM
1 «putation.
Sold by P. A. Shurtleff A woman la out of fashion, fortunately.
Trathfnl.
"Young man, why don't you Join our
jO.
Don't affect an untidy style of hair
"My dear," said a vain old man to
School?"
Sunday
dressing.
"What d'yer want, a seoond baseman his wife, "these friends bere won't be"Why is this cheese ao foil of bole·?"
Don't wear over-trimmed and fussy
or a pitcher?"
"That's all right It needa all the clothe·. Wear
lieve that I'm only forty-five years old.
clothe·
with
plain
approrash air it can get"
Tou know I speak the truth, don't

priate blooses.
Don't wear long skirt· to the office.
Ό CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
300 farms and all kinds of Real 'ake
Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablet·,
housewife can save work by
Estate.
Inquire of Hazen's Farm j druggists refund money if it fall· to theTheusebusy
of paper napkin· which can
ind Real Estate Agency, Oxford, c ore. E. W. QaoTa*·
is
on
signature
be purchased cheaply and thrown away
SlaiM.
« Mb box.
Me.
FOB SALS.

Godsend to me."

when chilled shape into croquettes. Roll
Try a little KODOL FOR DYSPEPSIA
in crumbs, then in egg, and again in after your meals. See the effect it will
crumbs, and fry in smoking hot fat, or if produce on your general feeling by dithat is not convenient, saute in plenty gesting your food and helping your
stomach to get itself into shape. Many
of good butter.
stomachs are overworked to the point
SALMON SOUP.
where they refuse to go further. Kodol
While one quart of milk is heating in
digests your food and gives your stomach
a double boiler, put a tablespoonful of
the rest it needs, while its reconstructive
butter in a sauce pan, and let it boil, but
get the stomach back into
not brown. Add two tablespoonfule of properties
working order. Kodol relieves flatuHour, and when it is well mixed in, flavor lence, sour stomach, palpitation of the
with one teaspoonful of celery salt, a
heart, belching, etc. Sold by F. A.
little salt, and a saltspoonful of pepper.
Shurtleff A Co.
Add this hot thickening to the milk.
Take a small can of salmon, remove skin
Mr. Yerner—Do I love you? I swear it!
and bones, mix fine and add to the thick- I value
you as I value my life.
at
once.
serve
Boil
and
ened milk.
up,
Miss Wise—Ah! but do vou value me
8AI.M0N SOUFFLE.
as you value your life insurance?

2<ll>.—Hlddlemeree.
First is in yellow, but not In blue;
Ko.

you, anyhowf
The wolf brothers made baste to say
ι hat nobody had given them the chick( ■n tree, that nobody had given them

hing? Who

Dear

LOAF.

one-half teaspoonful mustard,

ti. To make level or smooth.
7. Mentioned by uame.
8. Proceeding by tens.
9. An Instrument of action.
10. Moving from place to place.
11. A siKH'ies of lemon.
1-. A mineral used iu polishing.

Sick Headache

very cold.

He—But surely yon must admit that
the noblest work of Ood is man.
She—I used to think so before I marMince one can salmon, add one cnpful
stale bread crumbs, two beaten eggs, ried Ode.
An important city.
one half cup milk. Season to taste with
The aoothing spray of Ely's Liquid
—New York Tribune.
salt, pepper, parsley and lemon juice, put Cream Balm, used in an atomizer, is an
in
a mould and steam or bake thirty
PI.
■>■&■*·
No. ΪΟΘ.—Λ 9 port
relief to sufferers from Caminutes. Turn from the mould, and unspeakable
tarrh. Some of thom describe it as a
"At our school," boasted Teddy, "we
serve hot with white or Hollandaise
The thick,
no wonder.
and
Godsend,
have all the outdoor sports—lubfloto, sauce.
foul discharge is dislodged, and the
ngiknst,
aceglnno,
iimuisgnw,
ginorw,
CKEAMED SALMON.
patient breathes freely, perhaps for the
ueeekig."
Liquid Cream Balm
one cupful of milk, rub together first time In weeks.
Heat
Jack.
"That's nothing." interrupted
elea tablespoonful of flour and half as much contains all the healing, purifying
mention
to
not
"We have all those,
and stir smoothly into the milk. ments of the solid form, and it never
butter,
and
for
eoklo
bgllnow
ofljr,
ahqssu.
Add pepper and salt, and one can of fails to cure. Sold by all druggists
or
neitsn."
salmon, breaking as little as possible. 75 oenta, iuoluding spraying tube,
mailed by Ely Bros., 66 Warren Street,
Serve as soon as thoroughly heated.
No. aor^-Hlddle.
New York.
SCALLOPED SALMON.
My whole can ride the ocean wave;
as
"I, sir," began Bragg, "am a self-made
Cut off my head, eight lives you save;
sauce
with
cream
above,
Prepare
Replace my head, cut off my tail.
in a shallow dish or in scallop shells. man."
put
sail.
to
hard
'tis
me
And over
"Yes," replied Wise, "but why apoloCover with cracker crumbs stirred in
gize now? That won't help matters."
melted butter, and bake until brown.
No. ÏOS.-Hrlmil Acrostic.
SALMON OMELET.
TEN YEARS IN BED.
Primais name a day we celebrate
"For ten years I was confined to my
Make an omelet in the usual way, and
in a military way.
juet before folding spread as thickly as bed with disease of my kidney·," writes
1. A very useful metal.
R. A. Gray, J. P. of Oakville, Ind. "It
desired with salmon.
2. Occasion for something.
was so severe that I could not move part
SALMON CROql'ETTES.
3. Dreadful.
of the time. I consulted the very beat
4. To arm.
Drain a can of salmon thoroughly, medical skill available, but could get no
5. A piece of tin) Iter driven into pressing out the liquid. Mince it fine relief until Foley's Kidney Cure was
and season with one teaspoonful of salt, recommended to me. It has been a

WA

Edgings,

Carpets

Wool

<=?

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

this,

^PIANOS.^.

CURED

MY HUSBAND'S

Wolves and the Cougar |

salad dressing, or the following sauce:
Beat yolks of two eggs well with 8 table
spoonfuls of cream, season with salt and
cajenne pepper, and stir it over the fire
until thickened. Leave till cold, stirring
occasionally, and then add sufficient
vinegar to make rather tart.
that digeste what you eat and makes the
a rose—and that
breath as sweet an
JELLIED SALMON.
FOR DYSPEPSIA.
Soak one level tablespoonful of granu- remedy is KODOL
Ih a relief for sour stomach, palpitalated gelatine in 1-4 cup cold water, then It
other ailments
dissolve by warming it. Mix this with 1 tion of the heart, and
from disorder of the stomach
cupful of boiled salad dressing and then arising
Take a little Kodoi after
with one can of salmon minced fine. Add and digestion.
meals and see what it will do for
more seasoning, if necessary, and pack in jour
A Co.
moulds. Turn out on lettuce leaves and you. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff

twwn

A LOW PRICE

it in most of the

the fish should be well drained, divided into neat sections and placed
Cover with any good
on lettuco leaves.
Fur

the

_

supplement

MEN PAST SIXTY IN DANGER.
More than half of mankind over sixty
AO Aolroal Story Por
▼ear· of age suffer from kidney ana
Littlt Polks
bladder disorders, asuallj enlargement
both
This
is
of prostrate glands.
painful 'and dangerous, and Foley's Kidney
Core should be taken at the first sign of
danger, as it oorrects irregularities and
has cured many old men of this disease.
Mr. Rodney Burnett, Rockport, Mo.,
Once there were two wolves who
writes: *'1 suffered with enlarged pros·
a chicken tree, In which fowl·
'
>ad
tate gland and kidney trouble for years
and after taking two tattles of Foley's t-ere very fond of roosting.
One day when they went down to
Kidney Cure I feel better than I hare for
twenty years, although I am now 91 , he chicken tree to get each οt them a
years old." F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
tird they heard a snarly-snarly sound
Knicker—Did that graduate ask you if ι ind found feather· all around the tree,
her hat waa on straight?
vhlle every bird for a mil· around waa
Bocker—Yes, it was the only thing Itber eaten or scared away.
know.
didn't
on earth she
"Who has been robbing our chicken
A sweet breath adds to the joys of a ( ree?" cried the wolf brothers together.
kiss. You wouldn't want to kiss yonr
Tour chicken
"Your chicken tree?
wife, mother or sweetheart with a bad 1
tree?" snarled the
chicken
Tour
ree?
breath
breath. You can't have a sweet
without a healthy stomach. Yon can't < •ougar, who lay, gorged full, at the
have a healthy stomach without perfect ] jottom of the tree. "Who gave you
digeetion. There is only one remedy his chicken tree? Who gave you any·

The nickel rails in the

QUAKER MODEL are easy
to remove as they are put
on

without bolts
50 cts.

"i

50 cts.. w»k..

Variety Star·, Norway.

